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LEND THOMASTON BANK A HAND

The Courier-Gazette

"J

Splendid Work Is Being Done By the Volunteer Workers
—Give Them Your Aid

Thursday
Issue

QUOTA EXCEEDED AMID REJOICING
Stock Subscription Of $300,000 Obtained For the New
First National Bank—Date Of Probable Opening

Steadily the stock sales of th*Thomaston Natior".! B’.fik, puvhe.l
by the efforts of unselfish men and
“
women,
with the good of the comMB
... munity at heart, mount toward the
Truth Is as Impossible to be w $150,000 mark on the wall.

will pay as far as possible toward
The $300,000 objective in stock sub-I acting Federal banking laws, so a
assessment, the same proportional
script Ions of the First National Bank definite date for the opening of the
share of its assets as to other
Tuttdsy, Thursday, Saturday
of Rockland was achieved yesterday First National cannot be set, but in
“
creditors.
The diieotors of the bank,
answer to many anxious queries lt
R«ad Down
x
Read Up
borne on the wings of an enthusiastic
instead of retaining the old shares
appears that a safe estimate would
support that resulted in substantial be July first or before.
BANGOR
upon payment of assessment of $100
—
soiled
by
the
outward
touch
as*
.,
.,
,
...
.
.
5:30 AM. lv. ROCKLAND
Due 7:30 PM. * the sunbeam —Milton.
over-subscription of both common and
*
At the close 01 bu^n^ yesterday per share, paid fifty dollars per shar ■
The whole city showed a semi-gala
10:45 AM. Oue BANGOR
Lv. 2:30 P.M.
♦
♦ common stock had been subscribed and surrendered them, then bought
preferred stock. The actual cam spirit and sense of rejoicing yester
I? «B> >B* «B‘ *B< >B« «B< »B*
>B* >B* •<> >B*
fee .
___________
to the amount of 129,250; preferred new shares at $50 per share. This
BOSTON
paign for this great sum took a week day at the success of the drive which
8:30 PM. tv. ROCKLAND
'stock, $73,880; total, $103,130. Still amounted to exactly the samc thing.
Due 4 30 A M.
and a day and was directed by Ken- ! means that in the definitely lmmediONE IN WALDOBORO
6.30 A.M. Due BOSTON
Lv. 5:30 P.M.
there ts a long hard pull ahead and Their double liability was met.
nedy Crane of this city as general ate future banking facilities will be
3. Did
Financial
Institutions
BAR HARBOR LINE
chairman, assisted by thrce-score . regained and business once more enFederal Conservation Camp
8CU°n *
5:30 A M. Lv ROCKLAND
Due 5:45 P M.
K meet and overcome the grave ezner- make money on the common stock
loynl workers from this city and sur- ' atoled to resume its normal course,
11:30 A.M. Oue BAR HARBOR
Lv. 1.30 P.M.
W.th Capacity of 52— gcncy.
which It bought of' the two Thomas
rounding towns.
Too much stress cannot be laid on
Volunteer solicitors, whose sole in ton banks.
Monday. Wednesday, Friday
Beautiful Montpelier, the rebuilt Knox Home In Thomaston, will open
Blister and Moth Control
Interest now centers In the pro- the fact that on the day the new
terest in the matter is the common
BROOKLIN LINE
Ans. Quite th“ contrary. It lost, its doors to the public Sunday, May 28. with Mrs. John Creighton as hostess. cedure of formation and probablej bank opens approximately two mil7 30 A.M. Lv ROCKLAND Due 3 30 PM
Eleven emergency Federal Conser good, are endeavoring to interview in round figures, a quarter of a mil Oid in spirit but r.ew in structure, this splendid 18 room mansion, overlooking date of opening of thc new bank ! nOn dollars will become available to
11:00 A.M. Due BROOKLIN
Lv. 12 Noon vation Camps in Maine—to employ
the St. Oeorges River, is one of the most Interesting and historic spots ln Application for charter of the instt- the people of this section and the
every Thomaston citizen. The corps lion dollars
Daylight Saving Time
2200 men for at least six sion&a— has been increased and consists of
4. Why are depositors asked to Maine. Furnished with priceless Knox relics this veritable treasure house ol tutlon was forwarded to Washington nightmare of the past months brought
Commencing May 30. sailings from Rockland will were accepted by Gov. Brann Tues the following men:
buy common stock wnen at the first history ls thrown open to the public for the season of 1933, visitors being ad immediately upon completion of the to an end.
ba daily except Sunday to Boston, daily except
day. None of these camps is in Knox
Monday to other points.
John Brown, Stanley R Cushing meeting Mr. Isaacson made the mitted daily on payment of a modest fee.
subscription campaign and last night
To Chairman Crane, Secretary of
County, but one is assigned to Wal Harry Stewart, Myles Weston. Bow statement that the directors would
Homer E. Robinson, president of the the Chamber Benner, and the
doin Grafton, T R. McPhail. R. E. place this?
Rockland National Bank, went to loyal workers who co-operated in this
FARES GREATLY REDUCED doboro with a capacity of 52
The men ln these camps are en Piaster, Fred Black. Russell Davis
Boston to get accurate details of the great community effort goes unstint
Ans
The
directors
had
the
idea
for reservaiions apply
gaged in white pine blister rust and
Oliver Hahn, P. B. Franklin. J. E. that this was a way in which they
necessary steps of the opening process ed public approval. Mr Crane gave
ROCKLAND WHARF
gypsy moth control, building trails. Creighton. Clarence Joy ( Rockland ) could help most. They were willing Laboring Men Who Worked On City Projects Found That for the Rockland end This infor- the drive hls undivided personal at
and telephone lines, and planting w. P. Strong. M. E. Wentworth, Fur- to shoulder this as thelr part of the
mation comes from the Federal Re tention day and night. Through him
thc R. F. C. Fund Had Been Overdrawn
trees.
est Stone, Albert Elliot, A. J. Elliot, burden. They are doing and will do
serve Bank of Boston, which ls in and hls oo-workers comes a sincere
They will be chosen through ap L. H. Dunn.
formed on all detail routine matters. word of appreciation of the generous
their utmost to see tho sale through,
KNOX-LINCOLN
plication to the United States De
Rockland, Cushing. Friendship but tt is wisdom and Justice to offer
Enough laboring men to form a In the world, as the ghost has not Progress will be made as rapidly as loyalty accorded tliem by a majority
partment of Labor, will be enlisted, Warren, St. Oeorge, Union, Waldo it first of all to the depositors
is consistent with absolute accuracy. of the depositors of the Rockland
housed, and fed and paid by the boro. are being canvassed and splen- themselves. Some day. not too far good-sized regiment stormed City walked lfcr them during the last In several Instances the opening National, the basic list of subscribers
eight
weeks.
United States, and will work for the cid support has been given by these distant. It may prove at the p.ioe of ' Hail Tuesday afternoon seeking pay
The situation forced Mayor Rich- Process has ***“ 80 hurrled that mls- ot the stock ln the new bank Seldom
United States Department of Agri towns. Their members of the Deposi $50 to have been a very attractive in for the work they have bcen doing
ardson to a new order of thlngs ^es have occurred necessitating ad- came expressions of recrimination
culture eight hours a day. five days tors' Committee are assisting and co- vestment. The people wish this the past week on the projects made
or criticism to the canvassers, rather
ditional delay.
Instead of employing 440 men on
Starting At 1.30
a week. They will receive $1 a day operating in every possible way
.'tock to be held locally. It would not possible through thd aid received ,the several ‘projects
There ts much detail to be carried a universal spirit of hope for immedi
recently deand found.
, The work is not as speedy as could be for the ultimate good of the
through ln compliance with the ex- ate opening of the new bank.
KNOX
from the Reconstruction Finance scribed in this paper a certain numbe desired by a public, worn by a long j community to have lt bought by outCorporation.
ber will be given work on one large
TROTTING PARK
period of unavoidable waiting. It is ide financial Interests and the peoThe situation became very much' project, alternating with other
ADMISSION 20 AND 25 CENTS
careful work for there are many 1 pie are given every chance to avoid
| complicated when it was found that j crews so that all will have some I
37 WILLOW STREET
i poinU to ** explained and It is •hat happening It is highly Import the payroll brought the disburse-! work even tf lt does mean a lay-off
WHEN IN BOSTON—you esn ouy
ROCKLAND, MAINE
recognized and desired that every de- ant that responsible and representa
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
in the above connecUon there ap- Rev. Charles E. Brooks Comes To Pratt Memorial Church
home news, st the Old South Newt Price *25 Cents
Telephone 1147-M positor should have full Informa tive people become common stock- ment considerably beyond the $8000
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
received
under
the
flrst
allotment,
pears
the following Washington de
nt
tion.
Churcn; all
also at 51 Andelman’s. 284
’ holders.
With a Record Of Achievement
Tremont St.
and as no check had come for the spatch sent out by the International
_________________________________ —
Following are some of the ques5. Is the preferred stock a safe
second allotment.
News Service:
• tions frequently asked, and their ' investment?
Under the circumstances the city
RoSkland has made the acquaint having been previously a licensed
"The R. F. C.’s funds for relief
true
as
far
as
the
Bank
has
Ans.
There
is
every
reason
to
I
♦
officials
found
only
one
thing
pospurpoeca
were
virtually
exhausted
ance
of a new minister, and likes local preacher. He waa admitted
Il
any person has i have confidence in it After inter+ I knowledge,
to the Maine Methodist Conference
I other questions the officers of the <st on savings accounts are paid, sible. and that was to pay the army j today after the following loans were him from the very start.
in 1910; ordained as a deacon in
bank will welcome the opportunity earnings of the bank must go to pay on the basis of one half lt had made: Maine. $42,250; Indiana. $24.Rev. Charles E. Brooks of Rum
1912; ordained as an elder in 1914,
. of answering them frankly and fully. .merest and principal nf ubis until It earned.something like 440 men being 599; North Dakota. $3,203; Virginia
ford
was assigned to Pratt Memorial having graduated from the course
$5,060;
Michigan. $3,343.
These
It is the depositors' money. They Is called It does not invo'.vt liability. thus affected.
Their disappointment after being loans reduced the R. F C.’s funds M E. Church at thc recent session of study authorized by thc general
have a right to know.
6 ls it necessary fcr me to sub
so long out of work was very keen, for relief purposes to $1,468 Further of the Maine Methodist Conference, conference of the Methodist Episco
1. Wlll the Thomaston National scribe to tlie preferred stxk?
Bank by reorganization become an
Ans. It is. You are not com and some of them gave vent to it extension of loans and gifts to thc and though new to the pastorate, pal Church for the theological train
independent bank controlled by our pelled. but how else can tt be done? with varying degrees of emphasis. states will be taken over bv the new has fallen as naturally into the life ing of Its ministry. He served the
own people?
$150,000 represents l-10th of every The paymasters who listened to this reliet administration, under Harry of the community as though hc had conference on various important
Ans. It will. At first it will be person's deposit in this Bank. Hun- criticism were not the happiest men N Hopkins, with additional funds.” always been one of us. And now committees; was conference auditor
By the Pupils of ELISE ALLEN CORNER
for a number of years; also served
owned try the holders of the preferred , dreds of them are small and cer
| a word of introduction:
stock and the holders of the com tain accounts are legally exempt be HOORAY FOR CAMDEN
Mr. Brooks was born at Bryant's for several years as a member of
THE GARDEN CLUB
mon stock. By buying either, one cause In the hands of the court
Pond, son of the late Rev Charles A the board of ministerial training.
GENERAL DANCING AL ROUGIER’S ORCH.
becomes an owner in the bank After There are no buyers with leads Campaign To Reopen The H. Heistad Answers Many and
His pastorates have been North
4L Brcoks He to a gradu—
sin
zxv 4 Vs
rw\mi Ils
AinurlnmiT
1 the preferred stock has been retired money. The success of the whole
ate of XT
North
Yarmoutji
Academy Anson and Embden. Mechanic Fall;
National Bank Results As
Feminine Questions At
the common stockholders alone will plan depends on this. Wc murt do
and Minot. Farmington. Saco. Wes
our part.
be the owners.
ley Church. Bath; People's Church,
Might Be Expected
the May Meeting
8.15 oclock P. M.
2. If the common stock of a bank
7. Are the solicitors paid?
South Portland and Franklin Street
❖
Camd^p's campaign for the re
The May meeting of the Garden
carries double liability Why did
Ans. They are rendering absolute
Church, Rumford. In all these pas
stockholders ln this case escape?
ly free service and unselfishly work opening of the Camden National Club Tuesday afternoon af the home
torates the membership of the
Ans. They did not escape. 931 4-5 ing long, hard hours. They arc Bank—headed by that doughty work of Mrs. E. F Glover was presided over
church has been Increased substan
rhares out ol a 1000 wtie owned by actually contributing the use of their er. Harold Corthell. ably aided by
tially and advancement made in
♦
Tickets on sale by the Pupils, McDonald's Drug Store. Thomaston; +
by the new president. Miss Helen D
Portland interests 583 39-55 shares. cars, their labor, their patience, and the energetic business men who al
numerous other ways. In his recent
at the Studio. 143 Main Street, Thomaston: and al the Door
I were Mirrendered by Financial In- j sacrificing valuable ttme from their ways come to the front on such occa Perry, whose pleasing and efficient .
pastorate at Rumford more than
J
59A-61-62
J stitutions because of Inability to pay own work. All depositors are asked sions—reached a successful conclu manner made a favorable impression ‘
120 members were added to the
►4-+*4-4"H-+4-+*++4-4"M'+4-+4"H-*4"fr*++*4-*<+*+4-4'4"8"t"t+4-4-4-+4-4-+ 348 1-11 shares were surrendered by to match thetr spirit.
sion Tuesday night, and it won t be on the large number of members
church in the four years, while the
the Fidelity Trust Co. and that bank
6. Why are so many emplo' ccs long now. as the saying goes.
present.
membership of the Sunday school
By noon the necessary million and
retained when business is at a statu was greatly Increased
Bouquets of red tulips and daffodils,
si ill at the bank?
a half of waivers had been obtained
Mr. Brooks was married ln 1909
DORMAN’S
ycll<w Ujl!p6 ““ for
Ans. Since the holiday it has been but it was decided to wait until 9 of orchid
to
Miss Alice D. Gammon of Nor
impossible to do business except in that night. At that hour thc figure get-me-nots, graced the rooms, and
HOME MADE
way, a graduate of Norway High
a complicated way. Th! clerical had reached two. millions and every a display of wtld-flowers arranged by
School and Farmington Normal
work and red tape excee.’ anything body was satisfied.
Miss Edith Bicknell was viewed with
School. Previous to her marriage
,
SALES AND SERVICE
ever encountererd in regular busi
The $75,000 in stock was also over much interest. Prior to the formal
she was a teacher ln thc public
ness. For the past few weeks tne subscribed and when the Washington program. Miss Edna Oregory played
Available Al the House
schools
of Norway. She is a very
pav has been cut ar.d the hours authorities do their part the Camden delightfully "Clair de Lune" by De
Opposite Knox Trotting Park
efficient helper to Mr. Brooks tn hls
doubled. Day after day fourteen, National will be the flrst bank In this bussy and "Valse" by Rogers, and
work. Mrs. Brooks' mother, Mrs.
fifteen, sixteen hours oi arduous section to reopen for business lt Is Mrs. Glover read Emerson's poem
Louise F. Gammon, is also a mem
work
nas
been
common
experience
<
f
said.
"Rhodora." Miss Perry named Mrs.
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
ber of the parsonage family.
(Just as good as it ran be made)
faithful workers, and there arc no
The drive started Saturday after Arthur L. Orne and Mrs David Beach
61-62
62*63
Mr. Brooks was appointed to thc
Saturdays or Sundays free on this noon and Just three afternoons were as assistants to Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag. and Bates College. He pursued a
pastorate of the Pratt Memorial
job cither.
required for thc bunch to win out.
chairman of the membership com business career for three years, fol
Church, this city, by Bishop Charles
Here is the case plainly put before
mittee. Mrs. Olover sounded a note lowing graduation from college.
Mr. Brooks entered thc ministry Wesley Burns, Resident Bishop of
you. Citizens and depositors, the
of warning to the members regard
time has come to lift with eve.y
ing thelr tulip beds, as hers was dis as a full time pastor ln 1909 thc Boston Area.
ounce of your strength for the eco
mantled Monday night, practically all
Who Can Answer This?
nomic life of this community.
1 of the finest blooms being stolen
A CAMP FOR CAMDEN by Junior Vice Department Com
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
mander Byron Salter of Belfast.
H. Heistad of Rockport, well known |
Will you kindly ask your readers It
The call for the meeting says:
1 landscape gardener, was guest speak Sons of Union Veterans Will
any of them can tell who wrote
“
Boys,
let's not forget those noble
er. and by answering divers questions
Organize In That Town men who wore the Blue and do our
"How Liege Held the Road," pertain
on
gardening
prepared
by
members,
PIONEER PAVILION
ing to the time when the Germans j
Friday Night
bit by Joining this noble order whose
| gave a wealth of Information which
went through Belgium during the
EAST UNION
duty it ls to perpetuate the memory
has been stored away for practical]
World War. or where we can find a
Sons, grandsons and great-grand of the Grand Army."
• use and application. The questions
1. $100,000 worth of PREFERRED STOCK must be sold, price
copy of lt?
L. F. B.
Memorial Day by love appointed.
Intolved the care of annual and sons of the men who fought ln the
$20 per share, yielding 3'< interest, non-assessable, callable at
In memory of our noble dead,
perennial plant*, bulbs, lawns, shrubs, Civil War are invited to meet Fri
We'll place beautiful flowers
Music
By
$20, carrying voting rights share for share with the Common, a
Where our Heroes made thelr bed.
hedges, etc., as well as advice regard day night at Megunticook Grange
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
conservative investment.
ing plantings, arrangements, the rid hall to form a camp of the Sons
Men 35c; Ladies 15
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ding of pests, various sprays, ard
AT
830 Standard Time
of the Union Veterans. Men who
other
general
information.
Speci2. $50,000 worth of COMMON STOCK must be sold, price $50 per
53Th-S-tf
If I had to live my life again I would
Community Hall
mens of two shrubs, Mayflower Vi- j arc in direct descent from Civil War have
made a rule to read some poetry
share, par value $100, paying 3' < interest on par, if e&rned, with
and
listen to some music at least once
iburnum and Daphne or Garland Veterans on either mother's or a week
Spruce Head
voting rights, and not callable, an investment with good chance of
The loas of these tastes ls a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
SAT. NIGHT, MAY 27 Flower, were displayed by Mr. Heistad father's side are eligible.
appreciation.
during his talk, thesa being of un
MARIE LOUISE
Camden already has an Auxiliary
Music by RHYTHM KINGS
usual loveliness. Mr. Heistad proved
Marie Louise by the southern wsll
Dancing Starts at 8.30
to
thc
Sons
of
thc
Union
Veterans,
Has longed for the sun since last leafa most interesting speaker, his oc
3. Two papers must be signed by depositors and sent in to Bank;
Square and Round Dances
fall;
casional touches af wit delighting hls but no camp for the men has been Now Is the hour of her laughing casc.
1. CONSENT to plan of re-organization on back of one sheet).
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
The
spring
has come to Marie Louise.
j hearers.
formed so far. A canvass of Rock62Th-tf
2. Witnessed WAIVERS of 32% of amount of deposit on
An invitation was extended the port and Camden is being made and Marie Louise has donned her green
,
,
Hef smooth straight stem has a sunny
March 4, 1933.
I club to hold a meeting at some future many names of applicants have been
sheen.
young leaves quiver ln April’s breeze.
date at hls place* ln Rockport, and obtained. The new camp can also Her
All a-rlpple Is Marie Louise.
(J To Us Printing is mors than
: already there is keen anticipation of include men from Lincolnville and
"* just putting words into typo.
z
YOUR BANK NEEDS YOUR HELP
Marie Louise is all ln flower.
this event.
Hope.
She .stands snow-white ln a blossom
It is ths ersation of a work of arts
A
rising
vote
of
thanks
was
given
bs it s simple little announcsmsnt
The evening’s program follows: Aboutshower.
FRIDAY NIGHT
YOU NEED THE BANK'S HELP
her murmur the thievish bees.
or an slaborato booklst. Hsncs
to Mr Heistad. richly deserved in Street parade, led by members of So dainty sweet ls Marie Louise.
wa taka all the pride of an artist
view of the fact that hc gave so gen Boys' Band; supper at 6.30. followed Marte Louise feels the sun's long kiss
ACT IMMEDIATELY TO PROTECT YOUR OWN INTERESTS
in his craft, in each job; and that
erously of hls | time and knowledge by the organization of the camp by The birds tn her branches pipe thetr
ia tha aacrat of ths auparlativa
bliss.
I Formerly Northend Skating Rinki
right In hls busiest season.
quality of Tho Courisr-Gazstta
Col. Frank E. Small. Department The swallows have come from over seaa
To build ln the eaves by Marie Louise.
Printing.
Music by
Organizer of Cooper's Mills; exem
Loulee ln her veil of white
STAN WALSH AND IUS ORCH.
plification of the ritualistic work by Marte
Is all alive with the spring's delight.
degTee
team
of
A.
E.
Clark
Camp
Gayest
and gladdest of all glad trees.
Men 35c; Ladies Free from now on
of Belfast: installation of officers Th* wul of th* «Prln« 18
62*lt
This advertisement ls contributed by the Thomaston Board 8f Trade
62-63

THEY GOT “HALF A LOAF”

TRACK MEET

Saturday, May 27

Jeanette’s Beauty Shop

ROCKLAND’S NEW PASTOR

Recital of
the Dance

?

FRIDAY, MAY 26

!
♦

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

+

REO

ICE CREAM

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

r

Sunday, May 28

WE WANTERKNOW!

TO OPEN

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

DANCE

Every Saturday Evg.

DANCE

DANCE

Ocean View Ballroom

SUBSCRIBE

NOW

| The Courier - Gazette

/
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In the world ye shall have tribu
lation: but be of good cheer; I have
overcome the world —John 16:33.
TIIE HOPEITL ('I ROOK

It ls a matter of universal con
gratulation to the community that
the stock of the First National Bank
of Rockland has been sold in full.
The situation waits only upon the
concluding formal action at Wash
ington, which shall set open the
doors of the new bank and relctrc
Into thc city's basdne.-c channels
sums of money of which for sev
eral weeks they have been de
prived, and which should serve to
set into action many of the wheels
of trade which have been idle. For
the corps of business men who
have unselfishly given of their time
and energy to the stock selling
campaign, upon whose successful
conclusion the general welfare
waited, there goes up a united
chorus of praise from the people
who justly value those unselfish
and efflcient services.
In Camden there has been
achieved at the hands of other
loyal and ambitious citizens a sinvlar success, which will soon open
to full activity the temporarily
closed doors of the town's National
bank, and enter it upon a renewed
career of service and prosperity.
In Thomaston the campaign lor
the National bank of that town
has been handsomely advanced
and is confidently expected to find
its successful completion at an
early hour
Forward steps are
presently to be taken in the matter
of the Security Trust Co., with
every assurance tliat tiiis institu
tion also is to be restored to its
active sphere of service.
The whole atmosphere is clear
ing. Public confidence is coming
back in a belief that general pros
perity is in waiting no great dis
tance ahead of us.
BAPTISTS GET TOGETHER

After a separation covering a
period of eighty-eight years, the
Baptists of the South and the Bap
tists of the North, at the joint con
vention in Washington this week,
agreed to bury their differences,
shook hands upon it, and the great
delegate convention burst into
sorgs of rapturous good fellowship.
It was the question of slavery
which nearly a century ago caused
the brethren of Dixieland to sepa
rate themselves officially from
their abolitionist brethren of the
North, a breech that the civil war
widened and inexorably fixed. It
has taken a long time to bring
about these demonstrations of
reconciliation, for alas for the
weakness of human kind, there
seem tc be no quarrels more diffi
cult to adjust than those which
take their rise out of religious dif
ferences, emphasized indeed when
polit.es enter the picture. Wc are
glad that the Baptists have taken
this forwaid step, which may be
hoped to result in final amalgama
tion of tlie two bodies, and the
complete official as well as per
sonal obliteration of the regional
designation and the thing for
which it has stood. We feel confi
dent that speedily the great anc
i plendid Methodist denomination
will take a similar forward step.
And then maybe the Presbyterians
will likewise get aboard. We have
always been taught that :t is a good
and pleasant thing for brethren to
dwell together in unity.

KIBOSH BEAUTY CONTESTS

news despatch states that a
ment Ls on foot in Germany
ollsh beauty contests. If Herr
•'s administration is responsi»r this wholesome movement,
it must be conceded that after
mething is to be said in favor
dictator, if it gives him license
it an end to this silliest of all
customs.

ON REBUILDING

Would it not be glorious," asks
thur Staples in his Lewiston
urnal, “if every one of thoee peo: formerly in New Auburn were
have fine little cottage homes,
rrcunded by gardens away from
e business streets. And wouldn't
be glorious if that section could
ve a terraced park along the
ie of thc River Road!" Surely it
,uld be glorious, to see these
Elancholy evidences of a great
e give place to a community picre here hinted at. And in no
nse an impossible thing to bring
pass. Fires such as have lately
sited Maine are accompanied by
any sad details, but there is a
ature to them out of which it is
issible to extract some comfort,
Dm the fact that in the rchabllition of the devastated city plots
is practicable to give considera>n to the cr' ation of homes and
ounds from which the elements
taste and beauty shall not be
o violently guppresecd.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 25, 1933
That is the way the score stood in j
the eighth, and it began to look as j
Three States Working For Vinalhaven and Rockland if the game was Bristol's as both j
pitchers were working ln great style
Are Winners — Champs
Ellsworth and Auburn—
Collamore. the flrst man up in [
Held To Three Runs
the eighth, lined to center, but J. j
Rep. Moran’s Telegram
------Reilly dropped the ball. Poland
St George High threw a scare into sett]ed down an<J struck out
Governors of three New England
States yesterday endorsed the appeal Rockland's camp at Community Park men in succession, but collamore'
for funds for the Red Cross relief yesterday, by scoring three runs in ! stole home with the tying run while
the first inning. Rockland came back Orant was striking out.
work in Ellsworth and Auburn.
Neither team scored in the ninth
Gov. Brann of Maine, who had in the second with double that num
but
in the tenth Bristol went ahead .
previously issued a call to the people ber, and thereafter had the right ol
way although the score sheet shows again when J. Reilly walked for the
of his State for generous support cf
that the visitors excelled at the stick. fourth time and scored on Went
the Red Cross relief fund in Ells Karl and Wilson turned in some ex worth’s error on Mahan's fly to left
worth, added another appeal for Au cellent plays, while Paladino and An Rockport came right back in their
E. Annis was safe on
burn. "I respectfully ask all people derson made three-sackers. Polkys tenth.
everywhere to contribute to the relief wildness and St George miscues were Hanna's error, but on Payson's j *
fund for tiie Auburn fire sufferers,'' the undoing of he Harbor outfit. The grounder to Hanna he was forced.
he said. “Contributions can be sent score:
Payson went second and Collamore
to the Red Cross here or to your loca’ j
fouled out. K. Wentworth dropped
Rockland
chapter. The Red Cross is a great
ab r bh po a e a single in left and scored Payson
humanitarian institution and has h Allen, cf
3 1 1 3 0 0 with the tying run. He went to
contributed a most valuable service paiadjno. c, ]
4 1 1 9 0 1 second on the play at»the plate, and
during both the Ellsworth and Au- Thomas. 3b
4 1 0 9 1 0 then scored the winning run on
bum catastrophes '
r. AUwk lb
5 2 2 16 0 0 Orant’s single.
Gov. Winant of New Hampshire Bartlett, rf
The feature of the game was Col
4 0 0 0 1 u
also issued an appeal for support of French rf
It was >
1 0 0 0 0 0 lamore's base running.
the relief fund, and the Legislature
p
33 2 2 0 1 0 "Lefty" Snow's second win as leiief'
of that State was scheduled to pass Dondis. c .... .......1
1 0 0 3 0 ol pitcher in as many games. He al
a resolution commending the relief Karl, ss .......... .
3 1 0 3 3 1 lowed but four hits in six innings he
work.
Frohock, If .....
4 4 a 0 0 0 worked.
Gov. Stanley C. Wilson of Vermont 1 Glover, 2b ......
4 2 i 0 2 0
Rockport
informed the Red Cross that he
ab
h po
would issue an appeal from Mont
36 14 10 37 8 4 L. Snow. lb. p
0 4
pelier for help to be sent to distre» cd
St. George
2 1
E. Annis. 3b .
neighbors ln Ellsworth and Auburn
ab r bh po a « I Payson. 2b, lb ...... 5
1 8
Representative Moran telegraphed ,
4 2 0 3 0 0 Collamore, c
. 5 2 1 12 2 0,
the mayors of Ellsworth and Auburn
5 2 2 12 0 1 Wentworth. if .... - 5 2 3 1 0 1
explaining the terms of the liberaliz
5 0 1 0 4 0 Grant, rf ..
.. 5 0 2 • 0 o'
ing amendment to the R. F. C. act Wilson. 3b
5 1 2 2 0 1 HUH, ss ....
4 e 1 0) 1 l'
which he proposed, hoping that it Lowell, lb
4 2 3 5 0 1 J. Aunts, cf
3 1 0 3 0 0
would benefit the fire victims. His
. 5 r 1 t> 0 0 R. Snow. p. 2b .. 4 0 1 1 1 1
telegram follows:
5 0 1 0 1 0
_ _
“Complete co-operation between
4 i 2 0 0 1
41 8 10 30 9 5
all agencies essential, as each serves Polky. p
. 5 0 0 2 0 1
Bristol
its particular purpose in a rounded
— — ——— —
ab r h P 1 a
pregram. Red Cross national he id42 9 12 24 4 4 J. Reilly, cf
.
2 2 0 0 0 1
quarters official notified me it is St. George ...... 3 0 0 0 lC23(^9iPollnl „ p
5 3 2 4)
m’ting funds for Auburn and EllsRockl^
1 6 2 0 3 0 1 1 M-14 Mahan p a
6 0 2 0
wo: th, not only for emergency relief,
Two-base hits. Glover, R. Allen. chase lb
6 0 2 10
but also for permanent rehabilita Lowell.
Three-base hits, Paladino. I c-amer 2b
4 10 3
tion, such as clothing. Household
Anderson. Double play. Wilson (un- Hanna 3b
4 0 12
goods and rebuilding homes.
assisted). base on balls, off Polky 7, °® Tarr ' f
5 0 0 0
“R. F. C. liberalization bhl I am Ellis, off Paladino. Struck out, by
W.
Reilly,
c
.....
—
5
1 2 14
working on, if successful, will provide Ellis 9. by Polky 7. by Paladino 3. Hit
Fillmore, rf .......... 5 0 10
leans to municipalities anu Home
by pitched ball, by Polky. Karl. Um
Loan Bank aid I have obtained will pires. Fowler and Monaghan.
42 7 10 29 l6 6
provide loans for individuals through
Rockport .... 005000010 2—8
local building and loan associations.
Vinalhaven 3, Camden 0
Bristol ...... 102300000 1—7
But these take time and arg loans.
Camden High gave the Vinalhaven
Bases on balls, off R. Snow 5, off
Many families will not be eligible for champions a surprisingly close battle
L. Snow 2. off Mahan 1. Struck out.
leans and must depend on Red Cross
at Camden yesterday, though unable
by R Snow 4. by L. Snow 6. by Mafor their recovery Do not allow
to score . The home team made but
possible Federal aid tc interfere with three hits off the invincible Middleton, i han 2' by Poland 9 Uft on
meritorious Red Crass campaign, while Cotta held the champs to six Rockport 5' BrUto1 12
pla>
which I heartily endorse.”
Two-base hit.
Chase
and
Cramer.
hits. The score:
Poland.
Umpires. Graffam ar.d
Vinalhaven
Madjeski.
ab r bh po a e

HELP FIRE STRICKEN

THE SCHOOL LEAGUE

Lyford, £b _
Gilchrist, rf .
Coom.bs, lb „.
Middleton, p

Bickford. 3b
Baum, c ......
Woodcock, ss

Chaplin, if
McFarland,
Dean, lb ....
Lord, ss ....

Yates, cf
McLeod, i
Bartlett, 2b
Cotta, p

Herbert Rawlinson
Herbert Rawlinson, the English
actor who came to the United
States to study scientific farming
but abandoned it in favor of the
stage, will join Sunday's cast of
“Roses and Drums,” heard over
the CBS network at 6s3U p. m.,
EDST. Rawlinson wfll portray
General Ambrose E. Burnside,
while Jack Rosleigh will appear as
General Longstreet, Elizabeth Love
as Betty, Reed Brown, Jr., as Gor
don, and John Griggs as Randy.
“Fort Saunders” is the title of
this episode, so tailed from one of
the fortifications which defended
Knoxville.
During the last few years Raw
linson has appeared in such New
York productions as “The Right
of Happiness,” and “When Ladies
Meet.” He has toured thc United
States in vaudeville, has appeared
in musical comedy, and is especial
ly noted for his screen success in
“The Sea Wolf,” in which he star
red as Humphre, \'an Weyden,
••• •••
A. Lincoln Filrne, well known
Boston merchant, will broadcast a
talk on “The Business Man's
Stake in Education,” Saturday
night from 8 to 8.15.
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In the Coast Artillery League this
week Battery F of Thomaston dead
locked the Rorkland Snipers with a
score of 8-all. Details will appear
in Saturday's issue.

JIM HAVJkIWS SEX. OUR.
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30 0 3 27 15 3
Vinalhaven ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
Camden ........ 00000000 0—0
Bases on bails, Cotta 2. Sacrifice
hits, Gilchrist. Dean. Struck out, by
Middleton 19. by Cotta 7. Hit by
pitched ball. Gilchrist by Cotta 1
Passed balls. Baum 1. Double plays.
Chapin to Bartlett; Dean to Bartlett
to Dean Umpires. Dailey and Hop
kins.
• • • •
Rockport 8, Bristol 7
In a 10-inning fracas, Rockport
came from behind three times be
fore winning 8 to 7. Both teams
battled on even terms, but it was
Collamore's flashy baserunning that |
won for Rockport.
Bristol had
scored one run in the flrst. two in ,
the third.1 and three in the fourth; t
Rockport scored five in the third. J

10c

SMOKED SHOULDERS, pound

___ * 28<
COFFEE

CHASE
AND
SANBORN

FANCY
NATIVE

ASPARAGOS * 19c
BEEF - PORK ■ LAMB - VEAL
ROASTING PORK,
‘
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,
BONELESS POT ROAST,
BONELESS RIB ROAST,
BONELESS VEAL ROAST,
BEEF RUMP ROAST,

1 Bottle Lemon »2
1 Bottle Orange *2
8 famous Recipes

Free
With Every Bottle

Foss’ Mellowed Vanilla
53#

VALUE FOR

EXTRA
QUALITY

LAMB

OF

POUND

[For Limited Time Onlyl

LB
LB 10c
LB
LB
LB
LB

12c
12c
16c
18c
18c
15c

Steer Top Round STEAK LB 30c

Fore Quarters

31 <

MACHINE SLICED

BOILED

10c

HAM 29c

NATIVE VEAL

eats
BEST CUTS STEER

SECOND CUTS
LB.

Fred’s Home Cooked
SPECIAL
GOLD
CHOCOLATE
MARBLE
PLAINWHITE

29c

The.? arc his 22 ounce cakes
which usually sell for 40c ea.

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

POUND

POUND

POUND

35c

30c

25c
lb. 20c, 25c, 30c

STEAK, lb.
BONELESS

SIRLOIN, lb.
MEDIUM GRADE

TOP ROUND

30c
, ib 25c

BONELESS CORNED

BRISKET
-I r
Or LEAN
I Sp
THICK RIB, lbAtJV

Our Aif
Attract
Twite
Lite -

SECOND CUTS

«
/j

Stewing Beef
1 C
Lean Hamburg lb *

IT SHOWS UR» SEEMS
TrIEM AU WAMT TO READ
IT FlR-ST

CHOICE CUTS

25c-35c VEAL CHOPS,

BONELESS STEER
PORTERHOUSE

-

BEST CUTS

45c

RUMP STEAK

RAPER CAUSES TROUBLE
AT HIS HOUSE CVERV TIME

r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HOLIDAY FOODS THIS YEAR ARE LOW.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE PRICES AND
BUY YOUR FULL WEEK’S REQUIREMENTS

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
MONDAY

CAKES

MICKIE SAYS—
(

MEMORIAL DAY

SWIFT'S

PREMIUM

FRESH
CRISP

POTATO CHIPS
IN
CORDIAL
CHERRIES

49c
25c
FANCY
10 OZ.
STUFFED OLIVES
JAR
25c
CLICQUOT
GINGER ALE
, BOTS. 25c
CLUB
GRAPE
WELCH'S
JELLIES CRABAPPI.E
JAR 10c
PURE
CURRANT
BREAD
2 JARS 29c
BUTTER PICKLES

CHOCOLATE
COATED

FANCY
PLAIN-

OLIVES
EXTRA
QUALITY WAX PAPER
12 OZ.
TINS CORNED BEEF

LB.

LB.
BOX

3 OZ.

4 JARS 25c
3 ROLLS,20c
2 FOR 29c

FANCY

SUNSHINE

SODA
CRACKERS
2 Lb. Box

10 to 12
Pound
Average

GOLDEN
RIPE

PHILA.
CREAM
HONEY
DEW

The Courier-Gazette

PAPER NAPKINS 3 PKGS. 25c
DEVILED
NO. 1-2
LIBBY’S
MEAT
3 TINS 25c
FANCY
FLORIDA ORANGES
DOZ. 29c
EMBOSSED

BANANAS
CHEESE
MELONS

525c
15c
29c
PKGS.
EACH

FRESH FRUITS ^VEGETABLES

AYERS
The good old summer time Is here again with us and it bring;
uAh it the nerd of diffennt clothing from which we have been
wearing. Below are a few suggestions:
FOR MEN—
UNION SUITS—thin cotton ..................... ...... 2 for $1.00; 75c. $1.09
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS .............................. ........ 25c, 35c, 45c, 65c
DRESS SHIRTS
59c, $1.00, S1J0
WORK SHIRTS ..................................... . ............... ,.............. 50c, lie
KHAKI PANTS ................................... . ....... -...................... $1.00, $1.25
OVERALLS .............................................. ............................ $1.00, S1.40
WHITE FLANNEL PANTS ........................ .... „.............. „......... $3.98
DRESS PANtS ................ a....................................... $1.98. $2.50., $3.98
FANCY SWEATERS ...................... ......................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
IOR BOYS—
RUNNING PANTS AND ATHLETIC SHIRTS .......................... 25c
I'NION SUITS ............................. .............................................. 39c, 50<
BLOUSES AND SHIRTS .......... . .......... . ............ . .................. 59c, G9e
SHORTS bi Khaki, Linen, Crash.......... ................. *.......*...... 59c, 79c
PANTS ........... ........... . ...................................... . ...... $100. $1.60, $1.98
•MICKEY MOUSE and SKIPPY SWEAT SHIRTS in colors
59c
TOP COATS and CAPS TO MATCH .......................................... $3.75
Our line of Wash Suits arc thc best in the city. If you want to
sec fonn thing beautiful come in and ask to see them
................................................................. . 35c, 59c, $1.00, $1.50, $1 98

WITH THE BOWLERS
It's a great season for crows, espe
cially the Three Crows bowling team
which has been bringing gray hairs I
into King Henry's head '
ter. The last match
victory for the black Birds,
of the fact that the Snow
high line for total,
high single—104. The
Three Crows—Horrocks
mings 530. Mason 500, total
Wall's Wonders—Jordan
533. Wall 498. total 1543
"The modern girl is r.ot a spine- >
less creature," exclaims a critic.
When she's in evening-dri.1:; tiiis is d
made very clear.—Punch (London?.

, WILLIS AYER

ROBIN HOOD

GINGER ALE
Bottle

10c

SUPERBA

GRAPE
FRUIT
2 No. 2 Cans

FANCY FRESH BLUEBERRIES,
FANCY RIPE CANTALOUPE,
LARGE RED EATING APPLES,
CRISP ICEBURG LETTUCE,
FANCY RED RIPE TOMATOES,
OUTDOOR GROWN CUCUMBERS,
FANCY NEW WHITE ONIONS,
LARGE JUICY RIPE PINEAPPLE,
FRESH CRISP WAX BEANS,
FANCY NEW GREEN BEANS,
NEW CROP POTATOES,
NATIVE OLD POTATOES,

Quart Basket
Each
Dozen
2 Heads
2 Pounds
2 for
4 Lbs
Each
3 Quarts
3 Quarts
Peck
Bushel

29c
25c
29c
19c
29c
19c
25c
10c
29c
25c
59c
49c

KRAFT

FANCY

QUALITY

FRESH

Salad Dressing

Mild Cheese

Sage Cheese

Native Eggs

QUART

POUND

POUND

DOZEN

25c

19c

21c

21c

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 2ft—Thomaston—Dance recital of
pupils of Ellse Allen Corner, at Watts
hall.
May 26 — Thomaston — "Of Thee I
Sing” at T H S. assembly hall, auspices
Nurse Association.
May 27—Buddy Poppy Day.
May 28—Opening to the publlo of
Montpelier In Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 1-2—"The Forest Court," auspices
of Parent-Teacher Association
June ft—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
June 7—Patriarchs Militant field day
(Department of Maine) In Rockland.
June 7
Thomaston High School
graduation
June 7—Annual field day of Lady Knox
Chapter, D.A.R.. at Mrs Blodgett's cot
tage. Jefferson Lake.
June #— Rockport High School gradu
ation.
June 1ft-Lakewood Theatre season
opens.
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
First Baptist Church.
June 14- W C. T U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church in Union.
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor
June 15—Rockland High School com
mencement at the auditorium.
June 15—Vinalhaven High graduation.
June 18—Rockland High School alum
ni reception.
June 20-22 Annuul session of United
Baptist Convention ot Maine, with
United Baptist Church. Lewiston.
June 24—St. John's Day.
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 24—Maine Dental Society meeu
ln Augusta
June 25-30—Rotary International hold
Its world convention ln Boston.
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Mrs. Wlnnlfred L. Conley of Cam
den has been appointed deputy grand
matron for this district.
Roland G. Lyr.n, proprietor of the
Hotel North, Augusta, was calling on
Rockland friends Tuesday, among
them Fred Matthews, former clerk
there.

Evening Dresses!
Graduation Dresses!

A live pigeon wearing leg bands
with No. W550 on left leg and AU
32 NSC110 on right leg was picked
up on farm by Raymond A. Rhodes,
Union, May 22.

.Memorial Day plans are well in Wars, and I. Leslie Cross of Sons of
hand, with a program testifying to Union Veterans.
First Division, Capt. R. F. Saville
Dorman's home-made Ice cream | the fact that Rockland’s respect for
commanding.
will be obtainable Sunday at the resl
its soldier and sailor dead has not
Rockland City Band.
dence, opposite Knox Trotting Park.
Second Battalion, 240th C. A. Bat- ]
The Dorman product met with great been dimmed by the passing of many
years. The grand marshal, Major tery E, Rockland, and Battery P, L
popular favor last season.
Just arrived this week . . . come in and look them over
Ralph W. Brown, has issued these Thomaston.
Edwin Libby Post, GAR.
A capacity audience including a general orders:
The latest, right from Fifth Avenue.
generous representation from this
Automobiles containing the com
city enjoyed last night’s repeat per
mander of the Post, Mayor Richard
Memorial Oay Orders
son, and the speaker, Rev. H. R. Win
formance of the Prison Minstrels for
It ls hereby ordered that all or chenbaugh
the benefit of the disaster sufferers.
ganizations participating in the pa
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War
Committal services for the late Al rade report at G.A.R. hall, Limerock Veterans.
bert A. Keene of Hyde Park, Mass., street, at 1 p. m., daylight, Tuesday,
American Legion Drum Corps.
formerly of Rockland, will be held May 30.
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Parade will start at 1.30 p. m., right, Legion,
Thomaston cemetery. Friends are In of line forming on Union street, op- ’ Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of Forposite Methodist Church, extending eign Wars.
WEATHER
.< vited.
over Union and down Limerock street.
Anderson Camp, S. of U. V.
Except that It will be slightly warm
Hoodlums are arousing the ire of I Second Division to form on School1 Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
er this morning’s weather report was
local citizens by the theft of plants, and Spring streets.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, DU.V.
not over-optimistic. Cloudy and someflowers, etc. An example is soon
Line of march: Over Union to
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
mugginess. with thunderstorms in
to be made of the boys who commit- Pleasant, down Pleasant, up Main,
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign
some sections was promised for late
ted deeds of vandalism not far from halting ln front of Elks Home while Wars.
today. Skies here were cloudless ar
the Court House.
flowers are strewn on> the water by
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Veter
8 o’clock, temperature 58, wind south
------Boy Scouts, volley fired by squad from ans.
west; yesterday noon, 68.
The Spanish Villa skating rink will Battery E and taps blown, for the
Second Division, Lieut. Warren O.
Remember, next Tuesday is Memorial Day
close as such on the night of Me- Nation’s dead burled at sea.
Feyler
commanding
Manager Allen's Twilight League
morial Day (next Tuesday) and a The parade win then continue up
Boy Scouts of America.
boys will be out for practice tonight. large
number of the fans will doubt- ! Main street to Rulph Ulmer Park
Girl Scouts.
SOMETHING NEW!
less be on hand. It has been a very I where services will he conducted by
School Children.
George W. Gilman, Maine Cen
successful season, leaving no doubt the Spanish War Veterans. The
Fire
Department.
tral foreman at Brunswick visited
that the popularity of roller skating O A R. will move out first to the reI. Leslie Cross, commander of the
Rcckland on business recently.
has been well revived.
* viewing stand at the foot of Talbot Sons of Union Veterans, general
Colored Cottage Sets,
------I avenue. The parade will pass down chairman of the Memorial Day ob
Patrolman Emery was reported
Models
of
several
attractive
strucMain,
up
Limerock,
and
be
dispersed
servance,
announces
this
program
for
yesterday as having conquered a grip
Colored Net Curtains, all colors,
Pink, Yellow, Blue, White
Hires—one of them a 24-room apart- at GA.R. hall.
the afternoon meeting on the Grand
cold which had laid him by the hee|$
ment with gabled roofs; another a
it js requested that all flags be Army premises:
Baby Ruffle Cottage Sets,
for several days.
block house with ornamental root, displayed Memorial Day.
Remarks, Col. F. S. Philbrick;
Organizations will form in this or- I prayer, Rev. Walter S. Rounds; music,
Cushion Dot Long Curtains, five inch ruffle,
School closes Friday for the Me may be seen in the window of E. H.
Cries
gift
shop.
All
were
designed,
der:
Band; necrology reports; Lincoln's
morial Day recess, reopening Wed
Dotted Flowre Marquisettes,
Grand Marshal Ralph W. Brown ( Gettysburg
Address;
"Flanders
nesday. May 31. To make up the built and painted by Mr. Crie during
spare
winter
moments.
Oh,
yes,
we
and
staff:
Capt.
Warren
P.
Eldridge,
Fields,
”
by
Charles
Havener;
music;
day lost on Monday, school will keep
Plain Voile Tailored Curtains.
To wear with your summer frocks or evening dress.
forgot to tell you that they are bird chief; and Commanders E. Howard decoration of monument by Ladies',
all day Saturday, June 3.
bouses.
Crockett of Spanish War Veterans, Relief Corps; "The Old Bugle," by
Lawrence Leach of American Legion, Harold Dondis; address. Rev Herman
Carl Williamson who has been
^SENTER CRANE COMPANY
A telegram from Representative George Torrey of Veterans of Foreign ■ Winchenbaugh; benediction.
living in Lancaster. N. H„ has re
Moran to The Courier-Gazette yes
turned to Rockland, and has bought
WALDOBORO
The Rockland & Rockport Lime
Pupils of Elise AUen Corner are
the house at The Highlands former terday stated that the World War
veterans' quota of 25.000 for the Corporation is about to fire another to give a "Recital of the Dance” in
THE FIRE FUND
ly occupied by the late Benjamin C.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Ridlon of Port
Civilian Conservation Corps had kiln.
Watts hall, Thomaston tomorrow land have been guests of Mr. and
Perry.
been divided among the* States on
night at 8.15, and the program indi I Mrs. Earle Benner.
Contributions received by the Rock
Thc WC.T.U. will meet Friday cates a very pleasant evening for
Edwin Libby Relief Corps has it» the basis of population. Portland is
Douglas Bridge of Amos Bridge land Red Cross Chapter for fire sulafternoon with Mrs. Frank H. In participants and spectators. Part 1
the
regional
office
for
Maine.
annual children’s day party thlg.
graham. The subject is "Reports oi will be an "Around the World Sons Co. of Springfield, Mass., is in ferers in Ellsworth and Auburn are
afternoon, each member privileged Manager Stoddard supervises the sedepartmental directors" and there Revue," and Part 2 will be of a mis i town preparatory to beginning work thus listed:
toctioi
tion
of
veterans,
who
can
have
to Invite one child in addition to
on the new road with his crew of Strand Theatre ........................$100.30 |
will be a program.
cellaneous character, the recital to
her own The program will feature’ their names placed on a tentative
Thomaston Red Cross............. 40.S01
!
men.
te followed by general dancing until
an entertainment, games anif re register for consideration later when
Union
........................................ 13 OU |
W
Hugo
J.
Bagen
of
Boston
and
a
L. Bennett, local agent for the i midnight, with music by Al Rougier's
the official selections are made.
freshments.
party of friends from Pemaquid Strand Theatre (Auburn fire).. 764a
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com- orchestra
2.00'
were guests of Arthur Chute Sun G. Carl Cassens .
The remains of the iate George W. pany' has been promoted to assistMr. and Mrs. Bradford Burgess are
1.00
Eleanor Orifflth
day.
Mr.
Bagen
served
in
France
ant
manager
of
the
Augusta
Dis

BORN
moving from apartments on Elm Garland were brought to this city
Comrades
of
the
Way
.............
1.00
trict, in charge of local territory.
BROWN—At Boston. May 22. to Mr and with Mr. Chute and their reunions
street to the J. F Burgess home on Tuesday for Interment in 'Achorn
1 00
Mrs. Francis H. Brown, a daughter are always very pleasant occasions. Cora F. Ames, North Haven....
cemetery.
There
were
c
ommittai
(Mr Brown formerly of Camden )
Beech street, for the summer. Mr
Mary Wiggin Spear ................. 1.00 J
Beautiful Montpelier, the rebuilt HYVARI
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Millards
Turner
of
—
At
Owl's
Head.
May
2.
to
Mr
and -Mrs. J. F. Burgess will go to services at the yard, and members of Knox home, will be open for 193? on
2.oo i
and Mrs Laurl Hyvarl, a daughter Meridan, Oonn., were at Dr. T. F. A Friend ............................. —
Mrs. Fred R Spear ........................
5.00 !
Lura Wllhelmlna
their cottage at Cooper's Beach Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M, acted as Sunday. The 18-room mansion, newTurner
’
s
Monday.
bearers. The remains were accom i
.
,
! NEWMAN—At Owl's Head, April 13, to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
K.
Leighton
....
10.00
j
shortly for the season.
ly renovated and filled with priceless j Mr and Mrs Frederick Newman, a Mrs. Ida Winchenbach and Miss
panied by members of the family.
I daughter. Ellen, Erika.
American
Legion,
Rockland
..
11.00
I
Knox treasures, may be seen dally .
Gertrude Winchenbach of South
Col. E. K. Oould of Anderson The deceased was general secretary upon payment of a small fee.
15.00
A
Friend
Waldoboro are at A. E. Boggs' this
MARRIED
Camp. Sons of Union Veterans, has of the Rockland YMCA.. some 40
weeg
i Two Ladies_______________ 3.00
KENT-STAPLES—At Rockland. Mav 12.
years
ago.
and
in
later
years
had
Hotels Rockland and Narranganextended an Invitation to all school
by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Wlnfleld P
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Stahl
havc
Brown Class' lst Bai>tist Ch " 3 00
Kent and Mrs. Minnie V Staples, both
children to attend the services at been employed as clerk in an Auburn sett ari» ln the hands of painter
M. A Murphy, Friendship ....
2.00
of Rockland.
returned
from
Brooklyn,
N.
Y„
Recently he suffered a crews and the results are going to WALKER-MOON—At Plymouth. Mass..
the Methodist Church Sunday hotel.
where
they
passed
the
winter.
May 21. Paul Andrew Walker of Bel
Total to date ..... . .............. $287.25
morning at 10.30, and the Memorial paralytic shock and went to the be very pleasing. Meantime at the
mont. Mass . and Miss Louise Nathalie
Miss Mildred Creamer has been
home of relatives in Gorham, N. H„ Rockland all of the suites are re
Moon of Portland.
Day exercises at 1 o'clock.
in
Portland,
and
also
had
as
her
where hls death occurred.
The ceiving consideration at the hands MONROE - FALES — At New Rochelle.
May 22, by Rev. Dr. Howard French. guest Miss Caroline Skillings of that the most extreme north temperance
Golden Rod Chapter has been In Rockland Y.M.C.A. at the time of of Artist Gonia.
Sheldon M Monroe of Bombav. India
society in the world in Yukon with
and Miss Frederlcka Hudson Fales of city.
vited to be the guest of Marguerite Mr. Garland's administration had a
New Rochelle.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has returned in 125 miles of the Arctic Circle. She
Chief Ju?tice William R. PattanChapter at Vinalhaven Monday, large membership and was one of
from
Boston, where "she has been has traveled over half a million
DIED
June 5. Reduced rates on the boat the leading associations in thc gall will conduct a hearing at 10
miles on four continents —Asia,
for several months.
Africa, Europe and America, and ls a j
have been offered, details of which State. He gave faithful service to o'clock daylight Friday morning at GARLAND—At Gorham. N H . May 20.
Mrs. S. H. Weston and Mrs. C. B.
George W. Garland, formerly of Rock
may be learned by calling Mrs. Ivy hls duties and was very popular the Court House, on the Security
highly
acceptable lecturer.
land. aged about 72 years. Burial at Stahl are ailendtng the meetings
Achorn cemetery.
Chatto, telephone 1062-M Over with the members. His wife died Trust Co. matter. The report of En
The
district meeting of thc Odd
HUDSON—At Newtonvllle. Mass. May 10. of the Grand Chapter, O.ES., in
night entertainment will be ar- during his residence here, and for sign Otis as conservator, will be pre
Fellows will be held with Germania
Luella M.. widow of Frederick Hudson Portland this week.
this reason the burial of Mr. Gar sented at that time..
(Lou Comery of Thomaston). Inter
ranged.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott have Lodge June 1. Supper will be served
ment at Leominster.
land was here. The deceased was
GROVER—At Damariscotta. Maj’ 23. been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur at 6 o'clock. All visiting Odd Fel
Word has just been received from
Joseph Grover, formerly of Port Clyde
Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden, a brother of Edward T. Garland,
lows are invited to attend.
aged 58 years. 2 months. 5 days. Fu Scott in Bath.
Representative Moran that a number
department senior vice president agent of the Maine Bible Society.
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from the
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston have
of Jobs are available for ex-service
Davis parlors. Thomaston,
Interand Mrs. Bernice Jackson, depart
ment at Tenant's Harbor.
been in Bangor where Mr. Weston,
Rehearsals
for
the
operetta
"The
men
through
the
Civilian
Conserva

COLLECT FOR CLUBWOMEN
ment patriotic instructor of the
King Lion of the local organization,
Forest Court" to be presented June tion Corps. More details can be ob
IN MEMORIAM
led ThP
And now let’s get down to the business of replenish
Ladies of the G.A.R . visited
Keep us, O God, from pettiness:
1-2 for the Parent-Teacher milk tained at the regular meeting of
In loving memory of our dear mother attended the district meeting of the
Highlands school Tuesday and pre
ing our wardrobe which has been sadly neglected.
let us be large In thought, in
Katie W. Moore, who died May 23. Lions of Maine and New Brunswick.
fund indicate that this is to be a Winslow-Holbrook Post, at 8 tonight. Mrs
1825
sented an American flag. They were
word, in deed.
Wholesale
prices have already advanced. Our prices
Thc
senior
class
of
Waldoboro
!
very charming school activity. With 1
-------Oh mother dear, the vacant chair
accompanied by Col. F. S. Philbrick
Let us be done with fault-find
No one can ever fill.
High
School
are
rehearsing
for
the
j
a few exceptions, children from
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike states that
still
remain
the same—
The aching pain thy loss has made.
ing, and leave off self-seeking.
and Capt. H. R. Huntley of Edwin
No earthly Joy can still.
comedy, "Here Comes Patricia,” to ■ May we put away all pretense
gradei 3-6 have been selected for the s^e
a
of
Work of Krox
They say time heals all sorrow
Libby Post.
be presented In June.
cast, which includes more than 100 County, mentioned ln Tuesdays
$20.00, $25.00, $30.00
and meet each othcr face to
And puts happiness tn Its place.
But never shall we be happy
face, without self-pity, and
Forrest Eaton was in Presque Isle
boys and girls. Elmer Bird as Paper She bought the set of a soTUI we meet her face to face
A goodly number of the members Tomray heads the cast. Donald j Heitor, and it cost she says, far more
without prejudice.
New Sleeveless Sweaters, $2.00
Sadly missed by her daughters and son last week.
of Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday
Mrs. Grace Maloney, Mrs. Ada Williams.
May we never be hasty in judg
Mrs. George G. Thomsen of Con
Fogg will be First Child; Helmi than she thought It was going to, Herbert Moore.
ment and always generous.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Lia»,f* v
Pleasant Point.
• vent, N. J., has Joined her mother ’
nto, Second Child; Mary Lamb.
today she values it very highly
zie French, to work on a quilt to b»
1
Teach us to put Into action our
Mrs. J. B. Deaver, at their summer i
Third Child; and Ruth Seabury. and would not Part with it for anybetter Impulses, straightfor
CARD OF THANKS
sent to the annual convention af
ward and unafraid.
Pourth Child, while Bobby Jones thing,
We wish to thank the neighbors and home at Back Cove.
Bangor June 14-15. Mrs Carrie
friends who so kindly assisted us in our
The Lions sponsored a large con- j Let us take time for all things;
recent bereavement; also for the beau
House, president, asks all Tent and Robert Fogarty will be First and
Tho team that wins tire knox-Lln- tiful
make us to grow calm, serene,
floral tokens.
tribution of clothing, bedding and i
Second Elves. Jane Palmer as the
members to attend the service at
Abner Griffin. Mr and Mrs. R L. Wil other necessaries sent to Auburn to |
gentle.
coln track meet at Knox Trotting
First Fairy will have as her fairy J
liams. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe
•
the Methodist Church Sunday
Grant
that we may realize it is
Park Saturday will travel a rough
! be distributed for relief work among j
the little things that create
morning at 10.30. attending in a body assistants Nancy Howard, Barbara I road to win the trophy as all of the
CARD OF THANKS
the
fire
sufferers.
Lamb, Rita Tibbetts, Margaret Hav
differences; that in the big
as far as possible.
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
teams entered have several stars and
things of life we are as one.
There will be a union service at
ener, Betty Munro, Dorothy Tibbetts,’
to our many friends and neighbors for
I have the largest assortment of Plants bi Knox County. All
seme close finishes are predicted. their sympathy, thetr many deeds of , the Congregational Church Sunday I And inay we strive to touch and
kinds of Summer Flowering riants. I have always sold these from
Pauline
Thresher
and
Barbara
The Knox and Lincoln track meet
Thc winning team will have lsss than kindness and for the beautiful floral evening. There will be a special '
to
know
the
great
common
35 cents to 6ft rents per dozen; 1 am now selling these for 25 cents
tokens ln our recent bereavement.
at Knox Trotting Park Saturday be White. And such Intriguing names a five-point lead, it is predicted by
heart of us all; and O Lord
Mrs. Amy E. Perry. Alice H, Perry. Mr j song service by a chorus choir and
per dozen at the house. I have a’l kinds of Perennial Plants, those
appear
all
through
the
cast
—
Cheerand Mrs Arthur W. Perry and family.
God, let us not forget to be
were 50 rents roefti, they are now .'riling from 25 cents to 40 cents
gins at 1.30 and should see a big
those who are wise to the situation. Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Brown
and
family
Mrs.
Lora
La
Mance
will
give
the
kind.
earh. I have all kinds of Vegetable Plants, Rock Garden Plants.
crowd of spectators as the competition up Cricket, Spirit of the Stream,
address. Mrs La Mance organized i
All of these plants arr raised from the best seed obtainable. I also
The Knox County Fish and Game
promises to be the warmest ever seen Rippling Waters, Leaves, Blue-bell,
have Bone Meal, Shrep Manure, Vigoro, Nitrate of Soda, Peat Moss,
Sister
Flowers,
Buttercup,
Daisy,
Association
is
all
primed
for
that
in a Knox-tlncoln event. Paladino
Potting Soil, Iron Rabbits, Iron Dogs, Bird BaUis, Window Boxes.
TNiHuea, Galvanized Vases, Wire for Flower Beds.
will make a bid for the fine trophy Judge Owl and his wise owls, Rab chicken pie supper at the Universa
offered the high point man, and will bits, Tortoise, Sunflowers, Silver list vestry tonight and the annual
I ran send thrse Plants anywhere in Maine. People out of town
must send rash and also extra money for parrel post.
have plenty of rivalry. This Is a Wings, Fairy Queen and so on. Mrs. meeting which follows It. This time
Parcel Delivery
boys’ and girls' meet, which reminds Esther Rogers, supervisor of public there wil’ be no guest privilege, but
If interested in Plants, send for a price list.
* FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY
us that It was the girls and not the school music, is directing, with Miss anyone desiring to become a mem
I have Bouquets for Memorial Day for 50c earh; Tulips GOr doz.
Family Washings
boys who lost the track meet in Bath * Adelaide E. Cross assisting in dance ber may attend. Joe Stickney, the
With every Room Lot of Paper and Border, We Will
Called For and Delivered
features. The admission is to be popular supervisor of this district will
last Friday.
EDWIN A. DEAN
low, and surely the proceeds could be present with his latest motion
FURNISH ONE ROLL FREE
486 OLD COUNTV ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 671-J
Day old chicks while they last, go to no better purpose. This or picture episodes. BOy Scouts will
62-63S69
Saturday only, 8'i cents each; $1 per ganization the past season gave milk compete in knot tieing and other
dozen at Stover's, Rockland. Com to undernourished children and stunts and of course there will be
Tel. 106-R
plete line seeds and fertilizers.—adv. needy families amounting to more much interest in tne election of offi
ROCKLAND, MAINE
cers.
,
62^63 than $400.
;
rwv H-rcrw A®

New White Coats $5.95 - $9.50

New White Suits $9.50

Organdy Jackets

New Curtains

1

GREGORY’S

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE PLANTS

Light Trucking

WALL PAPER FREE

Walter Dorgan

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

r

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Othcr-Day
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

EAST APPLETON

VINALHAVEN

BURKETTVILLE

There will be Memorial exercises
Farmers are very busy ln this lo
Memorial Sunday will be ob- ,
May 30 at the Miller cemetery at 10
cality. Peas and early crops are
A. B. Crocker
' i served May 28 at Union Church
(o'clock. Rev. L. E. Watson speaker.
forward, fruit trees are laden with
All
patriotic
organizations
will
atj
1
All ladles interested in making
5
1
10
1
4
7
II
b
9
12.
blootp, and the grass looks green
tend in a body at the 11.30 service.
“Like sweet bells jangled, out
wreaths are asked to meet at Mrs.
and promising in fields and pastures.
it
The sermon by the pastor. Rev. N tune aad ^arsh
15
lb
14
S. B. Miller's May 29 at 1 o clock.
Memorial Day is to be observed I Ru[h
u was
was home from
• F. Atwood, will be appropriate to the
flnc Sunday morning in early
Ruth Mjtche
Mitchell
16
17
18
lh 14
I occasion.
The American Legion £prlng j sat on a (,-nch jn camwith services at the Union Church, j Appleton High school several days
Appleton, exerdises by the school ■ last week on account of illness.
, and Auxiliary will have charge of bridge Common and listened to the
ll
J
L
25
children, and the usual ceremonies j( Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart and
J the evening meeting.
J
bells of the churches a? they Jangled
h
in Pine Orove cemetery.
3i
19
i Saturday the children of the I “out of tune and harsh." Prom
(childrcn of Appleton were guests
Zb
American Legion and Auxiliary will 1 where I sat I could see seven church
Edward Ames and mother were Sunday at S. B. Miller's.
41
31
i sell poppies.
recent Rockland visitors.
edifices—Appleton CCiaprl, new in
_______
.
1932,
a
war
memorial
in
Harvard
Mrs.
O.
V.
Drew
entertained
thr
Visitors at Meadowbrook the past
is
■
34
3b
30 59 1
! Bridge Eight at her home Monday Yard. First Congregational Church
week were Rev. and Mrs. Watson
iw;
Imo
i night.
A 6 o'clock supper was (Unitariani in Harvard Square.
and children, tbriA Overlook arid
41
Christ Church. (Episcopal) where
mother. Bernice Beechy. Alvan
served.
4fe
h
4b 47
MX
45 44 45
Ames and family and Justin Ames.
Austin B Vinal returned Tuesday Oen. and Mrs. Washington wor- [
shipped when they were in Cam
V. F. Studley of Rockland was n
I
from
Boston,
where
he
spent
.the
hT
50
52
51
business visitor In town the past j
■ past six months in the home of his bridge 1775-76. First Congregational
Church (Trinitarian). Christian Sciweek.
. daughter Mrs Mark P. Smith.
54 55 5b
58 59
57
ence. Epworth Methodist Episcopal.'
Memorial Sunday also Baccalau
Herbert L. Libby returned Satur
North Avenue Congregational. In
reate Sunday at the Baptist Church
b0
t5
hi bl
day to Westwood. Mass.
the tower of at least four, bells were
May 28.
Friday afternoon Mrs. Ida Libby jangling.
b7 ber
89
b5 bb
Christ Church
has
b4
Several bossies and a lot of chicks. •
o
w
and Miss Dorothy Cassie chape chimes.
There was a reason for I
orchard
work, fence repairs, and j
70
73
74
71
72
roned the freshman class, V.H.S. at j ringing church bells in the early '
planting keep the folks at Meadow- '
a weinie roast at Lane's Island.
days, but in these modern days..
brook farm busy.
77
75
7fo
Rev. Archie Beggs returned Mon when everybody wears a WTist watch’
It was with pleasure the corres
day from Jonesport. where he at- 1 £ surely does seem out cf place.
pondent read the lines from the pen I
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
tended the Latter Day Saints con- ' It certainly is neither harmonious ;
of "Bcze" in regard to poetry. As j
60- English title
1-Quiet
23- Serf
ference for young people.
or musical. As the poet Cowper
4-A flower (pi.)
61- Strike lightly
24- Measure of weight
he asks opinions of the "poem" he
9-Russian title
63- Humor
25- A Greek letter
Miss Faye Ccburn entertained the wrote:
submitted, may I say. that it ls ai
13- Serpent
64- A naval officer
27- Se zes
“There ls ln souls * sympathy with
Needlecraft
Club
Wednesday.
sample of much modern writing.
(abbr.)
28- American poet
14- Aaaociate
sounds.
W. D. Spruce, representing the And as the mind Is pitched the ear u
16- Pastry
30- Employ
65- Mother (Short)
Some that are given praise are to
17-Compass point
67-Part of "to be”
31- Candid
Bigelow Dorose Co .of Boston and With pleased
me a jargon of words, and mixed
melting airs or martial, brisk or
(abbr.)
6^-Reformed
34- Weep
grave;
Mr. Kenniston of the Portland Rub
phrases, that leave no sense. My
18- Near
Protestant
35- Raw metal
Some chord In unison with what we
ber Co. were in town Tuesday.
19- Each (abbr.)
Episcopal (abbr.) 38- Wagon track
hear
conception of good poetry may not
20- A doctrine
70- An insect
39- Eagle
Mrs. Dewey Brown will be hostess Is touched within us. and the heart re
be correct; but poetry is to me a
plies.
71- City in Italy
c1-Penned up
44- Consumed
to the Carver Street Bridge Thurs How soft the music of these village bells
life-long study, and a pleasant one.
74- Sailor (Colloq.)
23-Terminate
45- Examine
Falling at Interval upon the ear
day evening.
29-Girl's name
75— File away
46- Make a misstep
In cadence sweet!”
26-Ensnares
76-Mountains in South 47-Propeller
Members of Marguerite Chapter,
Imprinted upon my memory is a
TENANT'S HARBOR
29-Acted with energy
America
49-Come into view
O.E.S.. attending the annual session record of the sounds which came
32- A metal
50- 0rgan of hearing
77-Comrades
of Maine Orand Chapter tn Port from the bell of the Second Baptist
33- Largest continent
52- A tree
Mrs. Rose Holbrook of South Side
34- Very
53- A serpent (pi.)
VERTICAL
land this week include Mrs. Carroll Church on Turkey Ridge, on many j
died Saturday after a long illness
36- Wild (Scot.)
55- A reddish orange
(0SO
Oregory. worthy matron. Mrs. L. C. a summer evening, when heard at
$■
37- Adult males
1-Grated
56- Reelinea
She leaves her husband and two
six*1’ .
.
o«*
Smith,
associate
matron,
and
Mrs
Tenant's Haibor. The distance in
>"
Io«'°
38- Musical note
2- Prussian City
58- Large artery
i
sons.
40- Carried
3- Wasted
59- A prickly pear
Mary L. Arey. secretary.
an air line I presume is some three
Mr. Tabbutt who has been serious
41- Woo
4- A rodent
cactus
"The need for a successful sale of Buddy Popples was never more vital to
Mrs. Helen Smith and Miss Front and a half miles. The legend is that
42- Exist
5- C on junction
62-Mimicked
the welfare program of Huntley-Hill Post than lt ls this year." is the state ly ill ls reported as Improving.
Tolman
were
in
Rockland
Tuesday.
1
quite
an
amount
of
silver
was
cast
43- Perched
6- Stupefy by a blow 65- Mountain (abbr.)
Mrs. Daisy Torrey has moved her |
Mrs Alfred Raymond will be host- | m that bell, hence the sweet tones, ment of President Myra Watts.
46-Part of the foot
7- Half an em
66- A constellation
“In making plans for our 1933 sale of poppies, to be held Saturday, we household goods to Searsport .where
8- Look
4S-Measure of weight
67- American
t:» to an O E.S. pyramid tea party “Those evening bells! those evening
' (abbr.)
Temperance
10- Waste
bells!
must absolutely double our net proceeds in order to meet the demands of | she will reside with her son.
at her home Thursday
Hov many a tale thelr mualc tel la.
Society (abbr.)
11- Passageway
50- Diminutive suffix
Lincoln Monaghan visited his
present
conditions." she said "We are obliged to lend a helping hand to
Of
youth
of
home
and
that
sweet
time
Rev. N F. Atwood has been in12- Renewed
68- Pronoun
51- Scarce
When 1 laat heard thelr soothing comrades In need of assistance, and especially to thelr dependents. All parents Friday.
14- Father (Short)
54-Causes
72- lnto
vlted to deliver the Memorial Day
chime.''
15- Egyptian sun ged
57-One of the British
73- Compass point
Buddy Popples distributed by the V. F. W. during the week of Memorial Day
Mrs. J. K Monaghan was a Rock
N. C. C. 2.
, address.
22-Prefix. Thrice
1
(abbr.)
Isles
are made by disabled and needy ex-service men In government hospitals." land visitor last Tuesday.
k I
Alter Monday's all-day session in
The message of each Buddy Poppy Is simply: "Remember!" Wear a
Little
Doris
Paterson
celebrated
LIBERTY
(Solution to Previous Puzzlei
the fire area, it was thought that the
V. F. W. Buddy Poppy on Memorial Day and honor the dead by helping the her ninth birthday Saturday by en
GLENCOVE
efforts of local crews of firemen and
Mrs Ida Baker who has been living.
tertaining 11 of her schoolmates at.
The Glencove Junior baseball volunteers, combined with the effivisiting ln Massachusetts, has reher
home. A dainty lunch was
team. Lendel Merrill captain played cient service of the National guardsturned.
CUSHING
served by Mrs. Paterson. Doris re
GROSS NECK
the Rockport team. Rodney Morse mPn and coast guard crew from
Mrs. .Walter Ordway had as din
ceived many gifts.
captain. Saturday morning. Glen- Rcckland. had been rewarded by
Road Commissioner A. H. Young
Sylvester Simmons is visiting his
ner guests May 30 Mrs Ethel Well
Mrs. Charles Rose of Springfield
cove team won 18-9.
j complete control of the flre which
man and daughter Pauline of Bel daughter Mrs. Carrie Wallace at and others have been working oh Mass, is guest of her sister Mrs.
State Boys and Girls 4-H Cluo bordered cn the valuable cottages
the Hathorne's Point road the past Joseph Simmons.
mont and Mrs Ruby Hoit. The oc Broad Cove.
leader Lester Shibles was dinner of summer residents. Most of the
casion was the birthday anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and week and made much improvement.
Fred Pratt has moved into one
guest at Bert Maxey's last Thursday working crew relurned to town, and
DAY |
of two cf the guests.
daughter Christine spent Sunday j Mrs. Annie Thurston and son of part of the L. R A. Whitehouse
enroute to Hope
i the men and boats went back to
There will be no afternoon serv- with her parents Mr. and Mrs. El- i Rockville have conducted services at j tenement.
Mrs. Cassie Means of Rockland 1 Rockland and Camden. Again howthe Baptist Church the two past I
i ice at the Baptist Church May 28
i bridge Stover at Boothbay.
Samuel Davis of New Hampshire
I was a caller Saturday on Mrs Sarah t eve: about 1 o'clock Tuesday the
Sundays.
There will be no more I was at his cottage here over the!
"Thunder
Dog
”
in
"His
Marker's
I
Frank Soule of West Waldoboro
j Lufkin and Mrs Bert Maxey.
fire alarm sounded another call for
services there until some later date,
Voice" is the picture at Community was at W A. Gross's Sunday.
weekend.
Mrs. Sarah Prestfott of Rockland help, the fire engines and hose were
when it is hoped that they may re
hall May 27.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will obMr and Mrs. John HoibroolP of
(who formerly lived in this place was ' once more driven to the fire section
turn.
The prize speaking contest be
serve past grands night and roll call
|
a
caller
here
Friday.
1
and
danger
to
the
property
subBremen
were
callers
Sunday
at
Mel

SEARSMONT
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
Mrs. Susie Davis of Rockport. ]
Thur#day evening. A covered
tween the towns cf Searsmont. Ap
vin Oenthner's.
Ma^on Merrill was in Waldoboro dued. Some of the fighters arc
Lettie Young, son Virgil of Thom dish supper will be served. All mem
a day single .... and $4.00
pleton.
Washington
and
Liberty
will
j lant week.
j still on guard. If necessary experiMr. and Mrs. William Thom were aston. and friend were at D. L. Ma
be held at Community hall May 26.
Services
at
the
Community
double for this smort centrally
bers are requested to be present.
A few people were enjoying the I enced engineers will arrive to help,
loney's Sunday, also Mr. and Mrs
At the'regular meeting of Georges in Wiscasset Monday.
Church were conducted May 14 by
located hotel.
seashore Sunday Mrs. Hudson Bar-: Mr. and Mrs. James Reynolds of _
„
..
_
Mrs. Frank Simmons returned home Emerson Perkins of Warren, their
Rev. O. G Barnard. According to
rows and guests were the first for Boston, summer residents, flew here
_____ ..j
.5.... from North Waldoboro last Thurs
daughter Arietta, who is attending
present plans Rev. Mr Barnard will the season to take dinner on the I Sunday and have opened their Annie Aborn presented the sliver
1OOO ROOMS
Commercial College In Rockland,
star certificates to those who had day.
continue as pastor lor a time.
ledges.
j house to the Red Cross who served
Harry Creamer was in Damaris and their daughter Avis who is atbut whot rooms they are I
At a meeting of the joint school
Capt. Tom does not feel kindly (food to the working crew from town, been members in good standing for
i tending Walcjbboro High School.
committees of School Union 68. held toward the dog who dug under the Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Hopkins opened 25 years. Twelve members received , cotta Sunday.
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L, Maloney
at Belmont May 13. Supt. A. F. wire of his rabbit pen one night re- , their home and with the American such stars. Visitors were present ( Walter Stover cf Boothbay is
private bath, shower, rodio.circwBarnes was reelected for a term of cently and carried off one of his legion Auxiliary also dispensed from several Oranges and an excel visiting his sister Mrs. Ralph of Port Clyde were weekend guests
Eugley
of Mrs Alice Hart.
••I have never found a* medicine that
lent supper was served.
lating ice water and many other
two years.
choice bunnies.
fcod North Haven also assisted in
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Simmons
Much farming has been done ln ‘peps’ you up like Krusehen Salts and || features you'll be happy about.
At the regular meeting of Rose
William Stanford and Miss Adelle serving. B C. Wooster, owner of
better
still,
leaves
you
‘
pepped
up.'
I
THE VILLAGE NEWSPAPER
of Bath were guests Sunday of his town the past week, thanks to the
wood Chapter May 12. a program of Feyler of Warren were guests Sun the pulp wood plant at Perrys
take It two or three times a week—not
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sim- warm wave which inspired thc to reduce but merely to feel rood and
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette
I
vocal and instrumental music and day of Mr and Mrs. Alton Winca- Creek, is reported to have lost about
clean. My husband took It to reduoe, he
Faithful chronicler of workaday life.
I mons.
farmers to till the soil.
lost 16 pounds in 4 weeks.’’ Mrs. E. A.
readings was rendered. Following I paw. Axel Johnson of Warren was $10000 in stcck. etc Mr. and Mrs With all the pathos. Joy and strife
Mrs James A. Stewart of Broad
Mr: Ann Coran and children Jill Ferris. Washington, n. C. (December
Therein
contained;
where
each
doth
the meeting light refreshments were also a guest of the Wincapaws Fri Joy kindly served food to those
•
1932).
know the other well.
Cove spent Friday with her daugh and Ann of Warren were at F O. I To |ow f,t
the
t)me
served and an informal social time day.
fighting the fire. Those from town And each for each can often tell
In physical attractiveness and feel
The other's history—not with rancor
ter Mrs. Ernest Eugley.
Olson's Sunday.
enjoyed.
who
gave
their
services
serving
food
Public spirited citizens of Glenspirited and youthful take one half
Nor with Jealous zesl.
William A. Gross was in North
Mrs. M. J. Maloney has been In teaspoonful of Krusehen In a glass of
But Interested In the common weal.
Mr. and Mrs Harold P. Cobb, ac cove did some good work toward to the crews were Mrs Charles And sure Its columns every week
hot water before breakfast every morn
51$t STREET
Waldoboro Friday.
Thomaston
much
of
the
time
thc
ing.
companied by thelr nephew Lau roadside beautification in cleaning Chilles. Mrs Herbert Patrick, Mrs. Are closely scanned by those who seek
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Rines of past week with her sister Mrs
Th learn the news—not only of the outer
A
Jar
that
lasts
4
weeks
costs
but
s
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
rence Cobb. Edwin Ward and Ralph up the tent caterpillars that were Fred Greenlaw. Mrs. E M. Hall, Mrs
world
trifle at any drug store In the world but
the Items that the "town talk" Whitefield. N FL, returned home last Eddie Johnson, who is very ill from be Bure and get Krusehen Salts the
(OY MOUITON
Boynton, were at the home of Mr becoming very distasteful to look at Elmer Simmers. Mrs. Alfred Creed. But all
doth unfold
Thursday after spending a few days pleuro pneumonia
SAFE way to reduce wide hips, promt- j
fsaevtiva Vica Arti. ond Monoging Dir.
Mrs
A
M
Cassie
and
others.
Stonand Mrs. Charles M. Burgess In as the days go by. on the roadside
nent front and double chin and again
with her mother Mrs. Annie
Mr. and Mrs. H J. Marshall mo feel the Joy of living—money back If
Here weekly chronicled the birth
wnite fo« DEScaimvi aooxifi
Ington also offered help
opposite the electric sub-station.
Union Sunday.
Of each new child that comes to earth Creamer.
tored to Blsvorth with hts brother dissatisfied after the first Jar
Within It* confines and here the Joys
That doth accrue to all the girls and
Kenneth to view the flre stricken
boys.
SEARSMONT
area of that city.
EAST WASHINGTON
From early baby days till age they do
attain.
Many ln this place saw the smoke
With
all
the
prestige
they
may
gain.
IN NEW YORK CITY
Wednesday of last week the In school—and e'en In later years
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grinnell and and flames from Vinalhaven Satur
Ladles Aid met at the vestry and Thelr hopes, thelr fears, thelr sorrows. family and Mr. and Mrs. George day night as flre swept this island
Reasonable
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
tears.
elected these officers: Flora Dunton. The first party the last ball game.
Ripley of South Washington were Much sympathy goes out to those of
And all the glory of the same;
singli 5Y5O
count
president; Frar.cella Moody, vice When
visitors at the home of Mr. and the different localities who have so
wedding bells do Joyous ring.
D>rectionoflJ.Corr»l
president; Harriet Knight, second Here noted all the facts supreme.
Mrs. C. E. Overlock Sunday after recently suffered from that terrible
Nom TORK - 7»h Ave. end 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Stetion
And as the years go on apace.
v.ce, also chairman of supper com The ups and downs of the village race
noon.
HOTIl ORAND-Broedway end 31 tt St.— 2 minutes Penn. Stetion
demon, fire.
Are
here
reported;
and
oft
sadly
read
mittee; Mabel Cobb, secretary and
Mrs. Edith Light ls confined to
HOTIL INDlCOTT-Columbus Ave. end list St.— Opposite Perk
A requiem for the newly dead
treasurer; Inza Burgess, chairman
HOTU MARTHA WASHINGTON for Wumon - 29 Eest 29th St.
the house with a severe cold. Viola and the Bowes road the past week
The village newspaper, loyal friend
of sewing committee. Mrs. O O. That
wisely speaks to counsel and de Ripley is assisting her with the grading and putting the road in good
IN BOSTON
in mtrtr.o
fend
Barnard, chairman of devotional
Hotel Manger, No. Station, $2.54 up.
Hotel Plaza, No. Aye. A No. Clark St. $1.94 up
repair.
The right, and so uplifts the human housework for a few days.
committee. The report was read by
race
Robert Linscott was recently a
notch or two. Into a broader space—
the treasurer showing good work AWithout
Why suBer tortures from Rheuma
thy words of comfort and of business visitor in Rockland.
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
cheer
done financially the past year. This
Fred Sawyer and friend with Mr.
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
The days would oftlmes be sorely drear.
is Mrs. Dunton's second year as We for thy coming wait each week
METHYL BALM
Sawyer's chauffeur Harry Karhwlll bring almost Instant relief?
when arrived we eagerly do seek
president, and a rising vote of And
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
For news: there's always much our man were weekend visitors at The
71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
minds to claim.
thanks was given her, which she
Firs. Mrs. Lilia Atwood will arrive
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Nor are thy column* ever scanned tn
^4
rents
18-Th-tf
much appreciated.
soon to open the house for the sum
vain.
OT if you have the
Elizabeth O Marsh.
mer.
Jeeling of youth ,.,
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
The dances at the several pa
MOUNT PLEASANT
not if you get your daily
STEAMBOAT CO.
vilions
are
now
open
for
the
summer
supply of the vital ele
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
season with the usual good attend
Steamer leavea Swan s Island at 9 34
Maurice Carroll and Gordon
ments that youth is made
A M Stonington S 2S. North Haven 7 29.
BEACON S'l khL'I
BOSTON, MASS.
ance.
Vinalhaven 8.19. due to arrive at Rock
of: proteins, carbohy I Smith were the happy fishermen
land
about
S.30
I
when
they
recently
brought
home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Overlock
drates,minerals,vitamins.
Return—Leavea Rockland at I.IM ?. M..
were In Augusta and Waterville Sat Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
Nature’s own energy , from
Crawford's Lake six flne
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’s
urday on a business trip.
laland about S.0« P. M
food. Yes, 100% whole
salmon.
B. B. STINSON
Leeutad aa Besc>,
Overlock’s orchestra went Satur
wheat — nothing added,
But a wonderful modern medi
Mr. and Mrs. T. P Carroll of
130-tf
Ml Nazi to th.
I
cine
which
acts
upon
the
conditions
day
to
South
China
where
lt
opened
nothing taken away. Crisp golden biscuits, ready■■‘j -Warren. Mrs. Helen Smith of Wei
Sana House.
~
I
which
CAUSE
the
pain.
Take
them
the dancing season at the O.A.R.
cooked, ready to eat, with milk or cream. Topped j lesley Hills, Mass., spent Wednesregularly and you should suffer less
with fruit, it’s a dish that makes any appetite snap to } day evening of last week with Mr
hall.
and less each month. PERSISTENT
attention any time of day! Just try Shredded Wheat • and Mrs. T. J. Carroll.
The baseball squad from Union ► XMBALMtNGJ
USE BRINGS PERMANENT RE
for ten days. See if it doesn't make you feel livelier,
Just a few minutes walk to the theatre, hnaocial,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of LIEF. Sold at all good drug stores. came to Washington last Sunday and
happier, younger. Let it prove to you, as it has to
AMBUIANCI
played a good game of ball, but the
Small size 50i.
and -hopping centers.
Waldoboro
enjoyed
Saturday
eve
ITSes ut Nisjwr* Falh
Washington boys are a hard lot to
8ince 1840 this firm hM faitnnuiz
.ufAep.cA.zr.yo.KNOW millions, that it is a VITALLY DIFFERENT FOOD.
ning with Mr, and Mrs. Gordon
IYDIA E. PINKHAM’S beat so they gave the Union boys served the families of Knox County
foa As w $Ars44«/ Wheat.
New lower Rates
| Smith.
LADY ATTENDANT
the once over by beating them 21-8
Mrs. Charles Erickson and son
TABLETS
Day Telephone 454—711-1
Rooms without bath, ’’ LOO up; with bath, ’’3.00 up
Mrs. Nettle Linscott was a recent
Karl of North Warren and Mrs.
FOR
RELIEF
AND
PREVENTION
visitor
at
Mrs.
Clara
Overlock's.
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Donald Kenniston and son Frederic
BURPEE’S
OP PERIODIC PAINS
Com. Earl Grinnell has had a
of Union were visitors Sunday at
ROCKLAND, ME.
crew of men at work on Mitchell hill
Mr. and Mrs. H M Carroll’s.
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unooda Baker.”
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placing the corms in a tight paste
WARREN
board box or tin can and placing with
Rev. H. I. Holt officiated Satur
them one ounce of naphthalene
flakes for each 100 corms and allow day afternoon at the funeral serv
ing these to remain 12 oays. At the ices held at the home of Miss
end of this period the ihrip will have Martha Studley for the late Miss
— And The —
teen entirely destroyed on these Bessie A. Bartlett, who died May 17
treated corms and they can be re- after a long illness. Roy Smith,
moved and put back Into common Dana Smith, Sr., Seldon Robinson
storage. This naphthalene treat and Fred Mathews were the bearers
ment should not be given until the and interment was at the Sterling
man also lias a nice plot of Latham
Agricultural
month after the bulbs have been dug yard. Miss Jane Bradbury, head
Leon Moore of North Edgecomb raspberries.
in the fall but from then on Is abso bookkeeper at the Central Maine
• • • •
has a young orchard started. Part
lutely harmless.
All the corms Hospital in Lewiston, to whom Mtss
Don’t crowd pullets into hot stuffy
Of 'the trees were bought this year
should be given this treatment be Bartlett was assistant for ten years
brooder
houses
when
open
ajr
shel

through the Farm Bureau Pool.
fore setting out in the spring and and three nurses from the hospital
Edgar Smith, W. W. Cochran and ters are so inexpensive.
tare should be taken chat the treat Miss Effie Shearer, Miss Claire Hol
Leon Dodge also bought trees
Plans are being made at the Ex- ed and untreated bulbs are kept land and Miss Shirley Davis, friends
through the pool
| tension office for a poultry field day separate as reinfestation ts possible. of Miss Bartlett, were present at the
“Gladiolus thrip seemed to be able services.
Plans are being made with C. R '« »* held June 16 71118 mW!tln«
to migrate to such an extent that re
will
be
held
at
a
poultry
firm
and
Those who attended King Hiram
Phipps of the Experiment Station,
infection is possible even after the
the
program
will
consist
of
a
tour
of
Council
at Rockland Friday evening
for an arrangement to use in catch
corms have been properly treated in
ing the apple fruit fly and the blue. the farm. A special demonstration the winter to prevent the possible from St. George Lodge, F. & A. M ,
were Oscar E. Starrett, Fred E
berry maggot fly when they emerge } wl11
arranged at the farm, which
damage of thrip. It will be desirable
from the traps which were set in j will be explained by the poultry to spray the gladiolus about every Mathews, Wesley Spear, Dana
Sr., G. D. Gould, W. H. Rob
South Hope last fall. Oeorge Payson specialist, Harry Richardson. In the 10 days with a Paris green-brown Smith,
bison'' Niveti Crawford Znd'mnk
afternoon
there
will
be
a
speaker.
will check thc arrival of the flies.
.lugar mixture which is an effective
D. Rowe.
1
ii. —ni v— „I control against those thrips that are
at
millinii uwmvO&llS Will DC ITlRuC DC\t. WCCfc by ,
Guests Sunday afternoon of Mr
There are at present 32 million peo
urmh-ortii ™
on the plants during the growing seaand Mrs. John Teague were Mr. and
„„
ikn TTniinzi
County Agent Wentworth cn co-op-a
V
-O
pie on farms in the United States,
—
nron. Here ls the formula which mav
1 Mrs. Frank Decker of Newcastle, Mr
which is thc greatest number ever on «»tor8 111 Dresden May 31, Aina,
June l: Boothbay June 2; Jefferson be cut in _halfthe Ml amount is ~d‘
d' “‘n
record in our history E. S Loomis
needed.
Two pounds
of brown
___ ’ Capt _and
j .
of Debts Ferry, N. Y , who recently ! ^eL.TXn^mXr^e^ S’ not
W.
one rounded'
tablespoon
Pans ~
^8"
Mrs’ Arthur

I With the Extension Agents

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau I

ROCKPORT
Miss Elsie Lane was hostess Mon
day night to the Trytohelp Club at
her home with a good number of mem
bers present. Work wax completed on
one quilt and another started. Punch
and cake were served by the hostess.
Mrs Mildred Rhodes will serve as
chairman at the church night sup
per to precede the monthly business
meeting and prayer service at the
Baptist Church this evening. AH
members of the parish are invited.
Miss Marlon Weidman entertained
as dinner guests Tuesday night Mrs.
Ella Johnston of Quincy, Mass. and
Mias Ethel Reardon of Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Murphy of
Belfast were callers Sunday on Mr.
and Mrs. William Murphy
Miss Carrie Libby entertained the
Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Club at
her home.
iMTs. A. H. Chatfield arrived Wednesday from Cincinnati to occupy
Aldermere. during the

[
tenth inning with Rockport win
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ning 8-7.
Mrs.G. H. Scofield was a Rockland
The Baccalaureate services will be
held this year at the Baptist Church visitor Saturday.
June 4, Rev. George F. Currier deliv
Mrs. John Deaver has men here
ering the sermon.
from Philadelphia building a tennis
The second treatment In the toxoid court.
clinic was held at the High School
O H. Scofield went to Bristol Sun
building last Monday, under the di- [ day to play golf.
rection of the State Health Nurse, [
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
Miss Sutherland and Dr. Hutchins
and family were guests Sunday at
of Camden.
A. J. Oenthner’s.
Due to the Increasing difficulty of
Mrs. Ella Robinson and daughter
the student body to attend school
Leola of St. George and Mrs. Bernthese summery days, Principal Snow
has announced that for each unnec
essary absence, two pel cent of the I
student's rank will be cut. A certain
percentage will also be cut for each
unexcused tardiness
Owing to Memorial Day there will j
he no school from Friday night, to
Wednesday morning of next week,
giving a four-day vacation. Thc
time lost on Monday will be made up 1
by an extra session on the following !
Saturday.

8Ummer
-----------------TlckeU for
Ju'”OT cla8S Pu>’
SOUTH WARREN
,Oh’ Prof«wr" * be given at Tow i 1
A moose was seen recently mov
'1,(111 Friday evening are meeting
I
» ready sale and a ,arge atter.d- ing leisurely across the Cuttingj
ance 18 expected It is a three-apt farm. Also two others were seen;
,
play by Katherine Kavci augn and by L. R. Bucklin.
bought the E. B Weeks farm ln J Pavement men. spray service co-op-,____ ________ I Thomas ofNorth Waldoboro
green, three gallons of water.
1
u*
-.•-**~*~‘«
;
previovly a'ltK.nced was
Frank Page ls employed bj- Ray
Bunker Hill is planning to clean up era,or5> and poultrymen.
...
“This material should be reapplied
Mr and Mrs Edwln L Brown, ______
_____ _
carefully__selected
and„is being __________________
effl- Simmons doing carpenter work tn
the crehard which consists of 300
after a heavy rain as it may be
and Mrs. Frank Sherman and cienUy coached by MUford Payson. East Waldoboro,
Spy and Ben Davis trees. Oounty
A (fl.n.iolus M arning
wartted from the plant. Since the Albert Thomas of Roc and, an
r. jjlss Joan Rlpley of Roektond was
j
Mrwelch,
Mr. and Mrs.
Agent Wentworth went over the orGladiolus thrip may destroy a ma- gladiolus thrip promises to be ex- and Mrs Charle8 Atkins and famUy overnlgh(.
Miss Fred Wyllie and Mrs. Lillian Sim
chard last week and suggested prac- Jorlty of the’gladiolus blooms In tamely serious this summer. It wUI of Camden, were guests Sunday of
mons of Warren were in this place
tices to be followed.
j Mp.inc this year unless control measbe imperative to use this spray pro- Mrs Anne L. Spear,
1 Several changes will be noticed Sunday in thc Interest of the Bap
• • • •
- ures are used, warns Roger Clapp of gram diligently through the growing
Miss Mary Gracie of North War- among the occupants of the various tist Church.
,
Marsliall Moody of Bunker Hill has the horticultural department at tthe
1 ren visited several days last week
season."
houses owned by Mrs. Edward W.
Several from Oood WlU Grange
tome six-year-old Mclntoshes that University of Maine who stales that
with
Mrs.
Burleigh
Mank
and
’
Mrs
• • • •
I Bok in the summer colony section of; by invitation attended services at}
will be full of blossoms this year. , this pest was very common last year.
Clarence Tolman.
4-H Clab Notes
I the town, for the coming season. 1 the Congregational Church in War-1
Last year the trees bore several 1 He says:
Friday forenoon the flre depart- Mrs Florence Lockhart will again ren Sunday evening and listened to 1
Pauline King reports that the Forbushels. He expects a large crop of
"Investigations compiled at Wash- grt-Me-Not 4-H Club sponsored a menl was called 10 tt blaze at wha' be at the Community House instead
a highly interesting address by Rev
Mclntoshes as many of his young ington Show that tlie thrip cannot
public supper at the Grange hall re- was formerlY known as the Elbert of
stone house as last year, thc H. I. Holt.
trees are ccming Into bearing and hve o^er out doors in thc garden
cently to raise money for 4-H uni- Starrett place on the west side of ;Atter to be occupied by Prof. Felix
_
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil of Thomashis grafted trees are going to bear. refuse in our northern climate but
forms. The girls in the club are now North Pond. The flre had caught pajn^nd,, with
Falmonds and ton was a weekendguest at L. R 1
• • • •
that the thrip can be carried over on
planning to hold an ali-day session j about the chimney and burned a, two children; Madam Isabel Ven- j Bucklin’s.
The asparagus plot of Harold the corms or bulbs of thc gladiolus
with picnic dinner at the home of the hole ln the roof before, by the aid gerova pianist at the Curtis Institute ! Mother’s Day was observed
at
Chapman of Ncbleboro has yielded as they are commonly handled for
leader. Mrs. Evelyn Vining, Saturday of the department and several Of Music wUI be located at the Wee
will Grange last Thursday
p very good crop this year having winter storage. They can be effect
neighbors, it was extinguished.
to work on uniforms.
Housie studio- Mr. and Mrs. Fritz evening. Of the 31 members pres- J
been set only two years. Mr Chap- ively and completely destroyed by
Leland Boggs accompanied by Mr Rrtner at the Wee Housie. and Wil ent ten have thelr mothers living.
The Happy Home Handy Helpers and Mrs. Clarence Tolman motored itam Harms at the Barn studio two Of whom were guests of the oc4-H club and the Work and Win la8t Thursday to Yarmouth where I Josef Levine, who has spent several Casion.
Mr. Tolman bought a horse to take summers here and has been heard in
Mrs. Leslie Copeland shows very
Poultry 4-H Clubs of Damariscotta
the place of one just laid away. On various concerts, will visit Mr. Harms little Improvement in health.
served a banquet to their mothers. thelr murn they
the deaer, fQr
wwkfi’ duri^
Alvah Spear was ln Lewiston last
Monday evening. May 15 at Uie Bis- ln Maine at Freeport.
The first arrivals are expected about week as delegate to the K P conKILL INSECTS ON PLANTS AND SHRUBS
cay Community House in honor of | Warren High will play Waldoboro June 10.
vention. He was accompanied by
with POMO-GREEN—4hr leaf green dust with Nicotine. High
"Mother’s Day." The senior girls High at Waldoboro Friday afterMiss Helen Small returned Sunday „rs gpear an(J ,helr daughtcr
est rating by tests. 1 lb. can 75c; 5 lb. can $3.00.
inct with their leader Mrs. Lilv Waltz S noon.
from Whitinsville, Mass., having Nata|lc
: and assistant leader Mrs Dot Weeks - Sunday services as usual at 10.30 accompanied home her sister Mrs.
KILL GARDEN PESTS
at the home of Mrs. Waltz in the Sunday morning at the Congrega- Madeline Philbrook for a brief visit,
1
MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES
KENDALL &
with SNAROL. A deadly enemy to cut
afternoon and 'prepared the follow- tional Church.
Announcements have been received
WHITNEY
worms. ;ow bugs, graseihoppers, -lugs,
ing menu: Meat loaf, mashed potato.
The A. E. Starrett S. of U. V of the marriage at Phtladelobia. May Will Be Observed In IJncolnvillc
buttered carrots, dandelion greens. Auxiliary is invited to attend th< 16. of Mbs Irene Ooldowsky to Wai- j
etc. IS lba 35r; 4 lbs. 85c; 15 lbs. $3;
Both Sunday and Tuesday
50 lbs. $8.00.
het yeast rolls, pickles, coffee, ice evening service Sunday at the Con- 1®T Wolf. Miss fioliowsky who has
—
cream and cake.
gregational Church.
spent several summers here is the i Memorial Day- will be observed
Mrs. Willis Moody of Fairfield has daughter of Madam Lea Lubishutz. I twice in Lincolnville this weekend
After supper a Joint business meet
KILL ANTS
ing
was
held
with
Elbridge
Oenththe guest 0{ Mrs. Fred Jame- noted violinist and instructor of that ' with special services on Sunday in
with ANTROL. It M safe, permanent,
Instrument at the Curtis Institute of aU three churches of the circuit, and
ner.
president
of
the
Loys
’
club
in
son a few davs this week.
effective. It gets them at their source.
an official town service at the Center
chair. After flag and club pledges
Little Beverly Cogan ls to take Music. Best wishes are extended
ANTROL sets 75c.
songs and cheers, reports were read part in the "Recital of the Dance" Miss Barbara Richardson, young ' cemetery on Memorial Day. The
ANTROL syrup 4 oz. 35c; pints 85c;
and accepted. Each mother ex : held at Watts hall, Thomaston. Fri daughter of Mrs Ralph Blakely will choirs will sing, “No Night There.’
This free catalog lists
gallon, $3.50.
pressed her gratitude for being able day evening, by the pupils of Ellse be seen ln tap dance numbers Friday and "Ood of Our Fathers." The
everything for Fnm
and Garden at rea
to be present and for the good work Allen Corner, singing a number, (vening at Uie recital at Watts hall, pastor of Lincolnville and Northsonable prices.
the clubs and thelr leader are doing doing a solo dance, and a dance with Thomaston, to be given by the dance [ port. Miss Nellie M. Wagar, will
KILL WEEDS
Meetin^adjoumed until May 29 for Sonia Corner of Thomaston, Sev pupils ot Mrs. Elise Allen Comer.
rpeak Sunday on "Lincoln’s Unfin
with thc DODGE WEED KILLER. Sprinkle the weeds with this
a special meeting where the club will
ished Task of Liberating Strife."
super efficient spray. They dry up and turn to dust. Quart
eral of the numbers will be accomHigh School Notes
practice for field day and the club I panled
by
Mf$
<h0
She
will also tell the Juniors the
C9c: gallon $1.75; 5 gallons $8.00; 10 gallons $14.00.
panied by Mrs. Louie Drewett
•
2933
Miss Alice Hellier has been --ub- story of "The Iron Cross." Tuesday
play. There were 51 present includ- j
will also play the violin In selections
stituting- this week at the High pecple of the town of Lincolnville
ing mothers, leaders, members and .
_
fAHM. DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES - SEEDS
, ,
__
.
J
by the “Melody Four," a stringed
School for her sister Miss Margaret will assemble at the Center post
visitors. “Spin thc Cover and the,
. .
,
. . . ...
_
....
,
j
„ T quartet, of which Miss Beatrice
Hellier who is 111.
"Heart Game were enjoyed by all.—
.
offlce for the line of march to the
...
Haskell also of Warren is a member.
The Rockport-Bristol game played cemetery. Orange officers, high
Club reporter, Charlotte Waltz,
,
..
,
....
playing the violin.
EEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND
MAINE
Saturday, proved to be a prolonged school pupils, grammar school chil
Sunday morning Rev. Warren
4-H Club work and Educational
combat. Collamore starred for the dren. and thc 4-H Clubs wlll all be
Messier of Morrill, recently elected
Opportunities are to be discussed
home team. The game ended In the in line. Two cf the 4-H Clubs exJune 3 during a radio program oier ’ moderator of the Lincoln Baptist -pect to be ln new uniforms. MemWBZ and WJZ, 12.30 to 1.30 p. m. I Association, will occupy the pulpit made a gcod showing during the last bers of the band are practicing for
standard. Mildred Almstedt, who at the Baptist Church, in exchange week. On Wednesday they played I the annual event, and will give their
was for 10 years a 4-H Club member with Rev. Howard A. Welch who a double header, first with the lo- i usual good music to the townspeoin New York, will tell how 4-H Club will preach at Morrill- at the morn cals. which they won by a score of pie. Besides the music and other
work helped her to overcome tre ing worship, and conduct a me 9-5; second with Searsmont, which ' special numbers on the program, thc
mendous difficulties in attaining her morial service at the Morrill ceme gave a 7-6 victory. Friday they won pastor wlU speak on "Dying To Make
desire to go to college. William Me tery in the afternoon. Bible school from Union by a score of 14-12.
■ Men Free."
Namara. a Maryland 4-H Club mem- lwU1 ** at noon and
En' ber, will leil about his experiences deavor at 6. which will be the last
during club week at the University of meeting of the season for the latter.
Maryland, and how the hjstruf.cn T1* evening worship will be opened
lie received has helped him In hLs by a iOnK service and followed by a
farming. The New York State Ciub memorial sermon by Rev. Howard A
Congress, held every year to acquaint Welch,
club members with thelr State Co’High School Notes
lege and to give them special tann
ing, will be described by W J.
The following Interesting program
Wright, tho State 4-H Club leader of was enjoyed last Thursday morning
] New York. R. A. Turner, who is con during a double music period when
nected with the Extension Bervlc-r of the high school entertained the
! the United States Department of grammar school: School chorus.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC. Agriculture, wlll answer the question "Juanita;" high school chorus. “Kiss
"Do 4-H Club members go to Col- of Spring;" group song, "Star of
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
j ie«e?”
Peace," from grammar school; vio
lin selections, "Fairy Waltz," Mooni light Waltz." “When the Moon
j Comes Over the Mountain,” played
j by Marguerite Simmons, Christine
’ Starrett, Olive Teague, Kathryn
[ Peabody, Avard Robinson; song.
I “In Normandy," grammar school
sextet; piano solo, “Spin. Spin,"
Pauline Starrett; song, "The Little
TIIE BANGOR DAILY NEW’S IS YOUR IIGME PAPER. It contain*, all your home news together with
Turtle,” Virginia Wyllie; duet, “O
A: n-’atrd Press News from all over the world, and many intercr’ing features. You get it first in The
Light Bearing Star,” Mary Trone
New;. It it a favorite tn thousands of homes in Eostu.i and Northern Maine.
and Avard Robinson; chorus, "All
FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL
Through the Night,” grammar
school; song, “Ill Take You Home
SOAKS grease right off!
Again Kathleen,” Christine Star
CAVE work three times a day—save
Sub.1 rription Dept.
Subscription by Mail Only
time—save your hands—ku Rintt
Bangor Daily News,
rett; violin solo, "Adoration," Bea
for dishwashing. Grease flashes off in
Bangor, Mr.
trice Haskell; duet, "Over the Moon
$1.00
for
10
Weeks
Please send The Bangor Daily News for .........
a jiffy. You'll be through in half the
lit Sea." Edith French and Lilia
month; to:
time—or less!
$1.25 for 3 Months
Stimpson; male chorus. "My Heart's
Spoon for spoon, Rinso gives twice
Namr ......................... .......... . ........ .......................
In the Highlands." high school
as much suds as lightweight, puffed$2.50 for 6 Months
boys; song, "A Farewell Song,"
up soaps. Rich, livelysuds—manitlont
Address ....................... . ...................... ,u.............
on viashdayt
grammar school group; duet, "The
$5.00 for 1 Year
Most women
Sender's
Songs We Love," Pauline Starrett
use Rinso for "
Name ....................... _________ ___ _________
75c per Month for Delivery outside of
and Helen Boyd; chorus, “Faronall cleaning. I
Maine in U. S.; $1.00 per month in Canada.
dole," grammar school; chorus
Get it at your
Address ................................. ................... .
All subscriptions payable in advance.
"Our Director," high school; finale,
grocer today. *
"Auld Lang Syne.”
Warren High baseball team has AMERICA'S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP
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for oil ranges

CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

A GENERAL
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CLARK ISLAND
A surprise birthday party was
given Wilbur Allen May 18. on the
occasion of his 49th birthday. Sand
wiches. cake, cocoa and fudge were
served. Those attending were John
Nason and daughter Miss Lydia
Nason, Miss Alice Lind and Mr.
Allen's family. A pleasant time was
enjoyed.

ard Robinson and son Raymond of
Thomaston were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Nettie Drown.

MOTORS VALUE

Thousands asked
for Reliable Oil Heat
at Low Cost
And here it is...a new

Delco Heat

$295.

Small down payment • convenient terms

Here It lhe anawer of Delco to

sure system. There is only one

the requests for dependable auto

moving part. The unit is com

matic oil heat ar lower cost. We

pletely enclosed. And even the

invite you to vis il our showroom

burner itself cannot be injured

and see this latest achievement

by excessive heat.

In the oil burner industry—a

Decide today that you are

complete Delco Heat unit at a

going to have automatic oil heat

price never before associated

In your home—with nothing to

with a burner nf the highest

remember and nothing tn forget.

quality—a development that

Arrange to put in Delco Heat

brings the comfort and conven

right now. We can install it In

ience of oil heat to every home.

your present furnace if you wish.

It’s a real Delco with all thc

A small down payment is all that

features that have made Delco

is needed. The balance can be ar

Heat the recognized leader In

ranged fo suit your convenience.

this and many other cities.

Mail the coupon below for all

This new Delco Heat employs

the interesting facts. Or better

Delco’s famous perfected pres

still, stop in and gee us today.

SPECIAL OFFER
THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS, “Maine’s Favorite Daily,”
10 Weeks for $1.00

DELCO HEAT
THE

SIMPLIFIED OIL

BURNER

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC492. MAIN ST.

I

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W

Address to G. A LAWRENCE CO., Inc., ILockland, Maine
Pleaoc oen J all details about the new Delco Heat.
Name........................................................ ............. ............................................... .. ...............

Address............................... ............................ ..........

]
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THOMASTON
Dr, Eben Alden and A. W Hatch
i have been trying out the streams
with hook and rod, but lt was an off ,
I day for the fish.
Baseball Tuesday at 6 o'clock in
Thoma.* ton. Company F of Thomasj ton vs Snipers of Rockland, on the
Stimpson grounds, resulted in a tie
score. 8-8.
Mrs. EUis Young has returned
from a visit with her sister in Port
land.
Travel to Monhegan is increasing
and Capt. Starrett ls making daily
tripe.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
daughter Lois of Castine spent a few
| days in their Main street home re| csntly.
Miss Agnes Armstrong of South
1 Portland is guest of Mrs Oeorge
OUlchrest.
Capt. I. E. Archibald has closed
down his mill at Jefferson after saw
ing 75,000 feet, due to duU trade.
The annual memorial services will
be held at the Baptist Church Sun
day evening

TASK OF COOKING ,
can be entrusted to this electric range.

Countless hours that you now spend in
watching, stirring, basting and peek

ing into a hot oven, will be yours to
spend as you please.
You prepare the foods—a part of

installed, ready to

You

put them in the oven or on the cooking
thing's done.

•features

FREE

Two-tone, silver-wine era;
and white porcelain
enamel flnish
Bright parts non-tarnish
ing Chromeplate
Aatomatie precision tem
perature control and ther
mometer
Pebbled blue porcelain
enameled over-sired oven
Large buffet oven top
Three point plug receptacle
for timer connection
Counter - balanced shelf
type door
Appliance outlet, Hi-speed
units and many other
features. * Clock, if desired,
at slight additional cost)

WIRING
And all this at the lowest prices ever.
Free wiring plus the present day’s low cost
make electric cookery not only available to
almost any home but feasible because of its
economy!
We want you to see this beautiful twotone, gray and white range now on display at
all our stores.

CENT

SPECIAL TERMS

INE

POWE

Balance divided over 18
monthly payments of
$5.75 earh

OMPAHY

DOWN

Special Grocery Sale
THURSDAY - FRIDAY

-

SATURDAY

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
CRAB MEAT,
Regular Size

SARDINES,
In Pure Olive Oil—CAN—

colonv

1 Q
X CZL*

SHRIMP,

Cr
CZ V*

SALMON,

3 Cans OCp

Wet Park

*1
A VZ V*

Tall Can

MALT c-n 39c S BREW

5c

onv

OLIVES

CHICKEN,

35c

1 Oc
C_
DC

CALIF PRUNES,
r„.„a

CORNED BEEF

15c

DILL PICKLES
FULL QUARTS

JARS

GINGER ALE—Pale-Golden,
ROOT BEER—Lime Rickey,
WATER IN PLACE OF

MEAL HELPS STOMACH
Stomach trouble is often helped by
skipping one meal Drink lots of
water. "Add a spoonful of Adlerika
each morning to clean out poisons in
stomach and bowels. C. H Moor & j
Oo.. Druggists.
I

ROOT BEER EXTRACT,

fadtZV

Stein Free

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN,
2 raic™
JSC

state. For sophomores it held high- the busy season with housewives. But
est rank in Class C and second in I deficiency in numbers was more han
all classes. Thomaston High won made good by enthsuiasm. Frosting
second place In its own group and cakes was demonstrated. The next
second in other groups of the state. I meeting will be with Cassie Pau'{
in freshmen English. In Latin, i June 9, subject, "Tailor Pressing."
filth place was won in its own group.
-----------------Thomaston students who qualified
WASHINGTON
for the final tests given in Rockland
Saturday t^ere, seniors, Richard' Mrs. Nellie Crooker and daughSpear and Charlotte Dyer; junior I ter Frances motored to New Auburn.
English, Eleanor Pottle, tied for sec Norway and Poland Spring Sunday.
PEELED
ond place Lucille Dolliver, Barbara Miss Crooker called on a former
Achorn. Hilda Anderson; sophomore I Normal School classmate at NorPEJEPSCOT PAPER CO. English. Charles W. Spear, Dorothy; way. The trip was of much pleasure
Harrington;
freshman
English,! to all in the party.
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Large Bottle
(Contents)

DON’T SUFFER FROM
CONSTIPATION
Use “Nu-vi-ta" Herb A Iron Tonic
to regulate the bowels and correct
constipation like hundreds of others
are doing. Large bottle $1.25 at your
Druggist s, or mailed C.O.D. by Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington, Maine
* 50Th89

SIS. A

«

: LOST AND FOUND ;

FOII SALE

TO LET

Summer Cottages

; MISCELLANEOUS <

STUFFED

:aoltltles

SALAD! TEA

WANTED

Advertisements tn this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
PATIENTS wanted In good home by
tional lines five cents each for one time,
10 cents tor three times. Six words experienced nurse, aged. Invalids or
mentally Infirm
Reasonable terms.
make a line.
Best of references. MRS. J. E DODGE.
Spruce
Read.
_______________
81*63
w
WASHINGS wanted—wet. rough dry
or Ironed, also curtains Call for and
delivered
MRS CHARLES McKINNEY,
42 Cedar St. Tel. 1051-J.
62*64
GOOD used sedan wanted by private
KITTEN lost. male, maltese. Answers party. State year, price and particu
to name of Buddy. 8 D. GREGORY. lars. BOX 46. Waldoboro. Me
62* lt
471 Main St Phone 254 .
62*64
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Z10 REWARD for return ol altered Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY.
male cat which disappeared from Cres
SB-tf
cent St. May 12
Long hair, yellow ------------------------------------------------------------1 with white underbody, neck and face,
WANTED—Early Rose or Spalding
small yellow speck on right side ot face. Rose Seed Potatoes. Green Mountain
An-w/ers to name of Happy.
Write Seed and Eating Potatoes. Used sacks.
ANNE BUCK. Atlantic. Me.
62*64 free trom holes. Highest prices paid In
- UTty;,.'-',—c—c----- :-------- r—r—t------- : I exchange for our grain, flour and feeds.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss ot STOVER'S CASH ORAIN 8TORES. DISdeposlt book numbered 16(413 and the J triBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG
owner of said book asks for duplicate In co
On track 86 Park st Rockland
“an^wWUhR^Kl5[SD1OBAVINaseijU!‘t belOW Arm°Ur'" ™ 1200
81 -63
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for
BANK. By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas
widower or elderly couple. Experienced.
Rockland. Maine. May 25. 1933.
C. E. B., care this
62*Th-68 Best references.
office.
61*63
NOSE glasses, found Tuesday corner
POSITION as chef or order cook want
Cottage and Main Sts. Call at THIS
OFFICE.
62-lt ed. Best of references. H. T. PERRY,

FOR SALE

cook your First meal

top. Then you forget them until every

SALADA BROWN LABEL
--the lowest priced line tea you can
buy--will give you Five cups of
delicious tea for just one cent . . .
And your grocer also carries Salada
Red Label, America’s finest tea.

Rt
♦

Betty Brown, tied for second place,
Doris Peters, Ina Coates; flrst year
Latin, Anne Jacobs. Myron Jones;
first year French, Eleanor Pottle.
Charles Spear Winners in the final
Orace 8t. City.__________________ •«
TWO flat keys found on Main St. Call
tests were; Senior tests, Richard
at COURIER-OAZETTE
•
62-64
SPECIALS
FOR
SATURDAY
Spear, with rank of 432 points out ot
a possible 500; English mechanics, ONLY:LEHIGH PORTLAND CE
K***«,<*>*****<se«,**E
«
I _
_
1
MENT, 65c PER BAG; BEST PAS
Charles Spear, sophomore, highest.
♦
I
♦
TRY FLOUR. 63e; “MORE FOR
LuciUe Dolliver, fourth, Eleanor
FOUR room unfurnished apartment,
♦-------------------------- o--- 4
LESS"
GROWING-BROILER
RA

with toilet. $18 month. V. F. STUD
Pottle fifth; first year French, Elea
LEY.
283 Main St Tel 1080________ 61-tf
If you have a cottage to let or
TION. *1.50: BIG CROP POTATO
nor Pottle second, Charles Spear
desire summer boarders advertise the
HOUSE With flve rooms to let Good
More than 100 were present at tli * third.
FERTILIZER. $1.50.
fact ln this paper where thousands
condition. Price right. Tel. 1293. EVA
wlll read of It._______________________ AMES_________________________
60*62
Pentecostal weekly prayer meeting
"More For Less" Values Ior this
SEVERAL
cottages
all
furnished,
for
I
SEVEN ROOM house snd garage to
FYlday evening, when Rev. Mr
Day old chicks while they last, week: Domino Fine Granulated
sale or to let for the season at Old let. In Rockville, on State Highway.
Orchard BANGOR REAL ESTATE EX Route 101 TEL 352-3______________ 61-63
Hughes of the Appleton assembly Saturday only, 8's cents each; $1 per Sugar, 100 lb. bags. $1.75; 25 lb.
CHANGE. 114 Exchange St., Bangor.
bags, $1.23; 10 lb bags, 49c. Pills ________________________
preached. A large delegation from dozen at Stover's, Rockland. Com
62-73; FURNISHED rooms to let ut 29 Beech
St. MRS W 8. WHITE__________ 58-tt
I this town will visit the Appleton plete line seeds and fertilizers.—adv.
bury's Bot Flour, 85c: Occident,
NEW COTTAGE at Crawford's Pond.
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St
AU
two
chambers
and
fireplace,
for
sale
or
I
Flour.
89c;
Stover
’
s
Pride
Flour,
church Memorial Day. The bus wiil
Improvements, garage.
D. SHAFTER.
62-63
to let. FRED SPEAR. East Union.
15
Rockland
St.
57-tf
75s; Bate Family Flour, 69c per
61*63'
be at Vinal block at 10 a m . dayTENEMENT "at 80 Pleasant St to let.
FOR RENT, at Holiday Beach an right
bag; “More For Less” Scratch
| light, and can take 30 persons. Tne
HOPE
1 room cottage for July and August For vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
61-tf
Feed, $1.50; “More For Lesa" Egg parUculaxs write MRS W. C. VIDITO. TEL 958-J
baptism at Appleton will be at 11
32 Grace St., Lowell. Mass
60-tf
EIOHT ROOM house to let. with
Mash with Nopco XX Oil, $1.63;
a. m. and services at 2 p. m and 7.30
Everett X Hotbs and Maynard
COTTAGE at Cooper's Bei'ch for sale 1
- «*rd'‘n Privilege A
W
p. m.. all standard time. It is ex Bowley mad" a business trip to Au- j "More For Lesf” Growing Ferd, or to let. electric lights. CALL 178-R RICHARDS. 7 Bay View Sq
62*64
fir at BLACKINOTON'S SHOE STORE
with Nopro XX Oil. SI 68 per bag:
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St..
pected that the Carls orchestra from gusta last week.
61-66 seven pleasant rooms, also two garages
"More For Less" 20 Percent Dairy
: Camden will help with the music
Inulre 12 WARREN ST
52-tf
Hope Orange held its first meet
COTTAGE to rent at Crescent Beach ___________________________________
Feed, $1.33: Stover’s Pride 20 Per All modern conveniences. STEPHEN
I during the alternoon.
TWO apartments to let st 38 Beech
ing on the summer schedule Mon
BRAULT. 57 South Main St.. Rockland St, four aud flve rooms. Bath, lights.
Music at the Baptist, Church Sun day evening witli small attendance. cent Dairy Feed, S1.53; Fancy Corn,
Tel
97 .
60*82gas ranges and some furniture, garage
______________________________________
Cracked Com and Meal, $1.20;
day morning will include the anthem,
COTTAGES at seashore and lake, for
red?Cl‘°n “J.""'
’’E.?*?,™1
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and
sale and to let. Many good bargains
bargains, tenants. L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 115a
Oats, $1.10; Seed Oats, Swedish
j "Christian the Mom Breaks Sweetly
Write for Ust. L. A THURSTON. Bock’hree sons were Sunday visitors of
Type, Germination 98',, Purity land Tel, 1159.____________ *
O'er Thee," Harry Rowe Shelley,
57-tl
THREE completely furnished rooms
| with violin obligato by Douglas Mr. and Mrs Fred Kimball and fam99.5'i, 75c per bush, Grammy
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me to let for light housekeeping, flrst floor.
THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St_______60*62
,’y at Beauchamp Point. Rockport.
—
Rent
for
season,
six
rooms,
bath,
fully
Graham Flour 18c; 2 for 35c. Wa- furnished, electric lights, bot snd cold
j Vinal; trio. "Wings of the Morning,"
SIX ROOM apartment, all modern, at
Mrs. Fannie Brown spent last
ceo Fancy Soft Winter Bran and water. 8 W. LITTELL. 138 Main St
. IB Grove 8t. Available June 1. Tel.
I Scott. Mrs Strout. Mr. Perry and Mr
48-tf
I
MRS
MARSTON. 103-W
58*63
weekend with her sister Mrs. Abbie
Mixed Feed, $1.30; Best Potatoes,
Oreene; offertory soio, Douglas
TENEMENTS to let. 810. $12. $14. $15.
Hcwe in Camden.
49c
bushel;
Green
Mountain
Seed
Vinal, violinist. At the 7 o'clock
- a $20 $25 per month. HERBERT B. BAR
TER Call 25 or 1017-J.
52-tf
Potatoes. 25c peck; 75c bushel;
Mrs. Florence Coombs and niece
memorial service, “To Thee O Coun
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Fine and Int. Chicken ( racked
try," Eichberg; baritone solo, "The Miss Marion Miller of Rockland and
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
Com, $1.30; tl'". Cottonseed. S1.45;
roller Phone 791. CRIE HARD
«**»•*•*****•**•4 ballast
Americans Come,"' Fay Foster; re Thomaston visited Sunday with her
WARE CO , 408 Main St___________ 52-tf
50'i Beef Scraps S2.25; Quaker
NEW DODOE-PLYMOUTH for sale,
mether Mrs. Luella Bartlett and
sponse. "Taps.”
THREE furnished light housekeeping
also 28 Chev. Coupe. 28 Buick. 4-Pa,
Coupe. '30 Olds Sedan. *31 Ford Tudor. rooms with use of bath MRS A. O
The Pythian Circle will meet to- sister Miss Estelle Bartlett, the lat Poultry Litter 40c bale; Baled Shav
LORD.
5 Bayview Sq Tel. 41-J. 60-62
'31
Plymouth
Sedan
and
others
Cash
ings, 45c; Big Crop Potato Fertil
ter accompanying them to Rockland
, day with Mrs. Gilbert Beattie.
terms or trade. Tel. 8007 Tenant's Har
—
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
izers,
$1.75
to
$1.82'
,;
General
Gar

bor. Me
HENRY K. ALLEN
62*64 three room furnished apartment, both
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hamlin. to be their guest until Monday.
and newly finished.
MRS
TULIPS for sale. Parrot. Darwin and heated
! accompanied by Miss Olive Elwell.! Mr. and Mrs Arthur Harwood and den Fertilizer, $1.62 per bag; high
52-tf
Breeder at 50c doz MRS F H PALA FROST Tel. 318-W
grade Garden Fertilizer, $1.98 per
DINO. 49 Summer St. Rockland 62-63
left yesterday for Southwest Hatbor. Mrs. Julia Harwood motored Sunday
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
bag; 10 varieties Rose Bushes
DARWIN
TULIPS
from
Imported room* and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
where they will attend the gradua to Rcckland where they were joined
52-tf
bulbs at attractive prices for Memorial ST Tel 600 or 211-M
35c tach, 3 for $1.00. Day old Chicks
ty
Mrs.
Nellie
Fish
and
daughter
tion exercises of the Pemetic High
Day
N J ANZALONE. 14 Dunn St,
partn
Saturday only, 8',c each, $1. per Thomaston. Me Tel. 153 or Rockland room.* A >ly at CAMDEN Ac ROCKSchool. Mrs. Hamlin's nieces. Misses Laura for an enjoyable ride.
CO Tel 634
52-tf
dozi n. White Prkin Durlts, 20c 664-W._____________________________ 62-64 LAND WA
Leola and Mildred Nice, are mem
Mr and Mrs. James Robbins and
WE HAVE the bankrupt Mock of A E
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
raih; Turkey Poults, 35c each. Spear
52-tf
for sale at attractive prices, con- rooms and bath. CALL 996
bers of the class. Miss Mildred being ton James and Otis Robbins of
Surplus Chirks, $5 per 10(1 up. Two ^ntdn?u?tf|vC.t^.‘nhtt«,c.?r.‘.eM'mnP^
UPPKR furnished apartment of thre.
Searsmont were ,n town Monday
the valedictorian.
10 qt. galvanized pails for 35c. All rueh‘eu. "Z^.e^'^'^Chkk ” &«l"ni coniuion^ra 899-w'.
calllng on Mrs. Pobbins' rela‘Ives
c'.ecl Lawn and Garden Settees,
51-tf
The Congregational Ladies Circle
Starter, at a very low price. PACKARD
The next Farm Bureau meeting
painted gre:n and orange, S1.98. STORE, at The Highlands
PARTLY furnished four room apart
62-tf
will hold the annual plant and cut i will be June 2, subject, “Pressing at
BABY CARRfAOE and gas range for ment to let. flush toilet, electric lights.
We carry all varieties of seed
ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton St.
52-tf
flower sale Monday afternoon in the J Home."
Both In good condition. Price
corn,! red peas and brans, ensilage sale.
reasonable 6 KNOX ST . Rockland or ' FURNISHED, heated apartment to let.
Red Cross rooms
50-tf
61*63 Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
corn, rlovrrs and grass serds. Seeds Tel 1167
Golden Rule 4-H Club mf. at the
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let. all modNARCISSUS 25c dozen
Tulip, 50c
j heme of their leader Mrs. Emile arr cheap, fertilizers arr cheap, now
dozen Ready now ARTHUR MARSH ern. newly renovated, six rooms. $20.
with Miss Myrna Copeland. Knox i Hobbs last week Thursday. Mis,
is thr lime to plant your garden. 77 Broad St Tel. 368-M
62-64 Call ALBERT PETERSON at Fullerstreet, next Monday evening.
Cobb-Davls.
46-tf
We allow highest prices here for
' Ruth Clark, county club leader, and
ORDER your tulips for Decoration
AVAILABLE Ior rent lour desirable
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson of | r. ?hibles. State club leaderr, w :e
Day.
60c
doz.
MRS
W
C.
ANDERSON
your egg*, veal calves, potatoes, or 78 Maverick St Tel 458-R
62*lt tenements. Main. Grove. Grace. Court
Lynn. Mass., who have been visit I present and the latter gave a very laSts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobbwhat have you in exchange Ior
1929 STUDEBAKER Sedan for sale, or Davls.
46-tf.
ing in the family of her brother, I teresting talk. Supper the menu our poultry, da'ry and flock feeds. will trade for coupe JOHN KAJANDfcR
Warren.
Me
R
D.
1.
62*64.
Nathan Copeland, have returned 1 consisting of cold boiled him,
All that we can say is, we will
SEEDS, flower, vegetable, and lawn
home.
give you “More For Less" here grass. Our seeds are from reliable
■ creamed potato, fruit salad hot vrast
growers
We also handle fertilizers and
Montpelier will be opened to the icllr, fruit jello and cookies, was at all times. Dollars are going
Insecticides. C. C TIBBETTS. 288 Main
public Sunday. May 28 Mrs Mabel served by the girls This club has down, flour, feed, grain, sugar and street.
60-62
FI l l eu hard wood and
Creighton will be hostess. Miss contributed $1 toward the fund fcr commodity prices arr rising rapid
cord $8; fitted soft wood. 86
Phyllis Belasco assistant
ly. You i an double your money by ROLL. Tel. 263-21 ____________________
Maynard Waltz' trip to WashingWork repairing a boa: has started ten, D. C.
TWENTY acre, nice farm land for
investing in commodities today.
sale, on road (rom Waldoboro to Jeffer
| In the Oray boat shop.
Ilellverie,
anywhere
wanted. son.
IS acres farming land, flve acres
Miss Edna Hilt has returned from
Wholesale and Retail Distributors pasture. FRANK GILES. 12 Grace St
EAST SENNEBEC
place_____________________________ 60*62
North Warren, expecting to remain
in Southern Maine for the famous
LONG ESTABLISHED grocery and
Plans were made for the observance Elmore Feeds, Lehigh Portland Ce confectionery buslneaa tor sale Large
’ indefinitely.
,
clean
stock — excellent prospects Also
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones are of Memorial Day at a meeting of the
ment. fertilizers and land lime. Wlllys-Knlght
de luxe sedan, safety
Memorial
Association.
May
IS.
in
the
glass,
ell
up to the minute. Price right
STOVER S CASH GRAIN STOKES
visiting their daughter in Marble
Apply at 71 TILLSON AVE. Rockland.
WHCN you arr planning to aell your
Orange hall
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER _______________________________ 62’lt chickens
head. Mass.
and fowl, call PETER ED
WARDS
Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
52-tf
FEED MFG. CO. On irack, 86
Mrs. Oeorge Cross is visiting her
100 ACRE (arm at Hope for sale, nne
Ella Perry was a recent caller at
building,,
lights
and
water
ln
house
DAY OLD chicks for sale, 500 on each
Park St., Rockland. Just below and bern Inquire FRANK H MORSE.
i sister Miss Nellie Gardiner at Mrs Blanchard’s.
of the following dates: June 1 and June
Armour's. Tri. 1206. P. 8. Come Melvin Heights Camden.
61*63 4. 8 cent, each. C. E OVERLOOK.
j Castine.
Roger Morang is woring lor Frank
THE O L. WENTWORTH place ln Warren, R 2 Tel 3-4___________ 61*63
and tell your feed troubles to us. If
Thomaston vs. Lincoln Academy Carkin.
Rockport village for sale
Two-story
LARGE healthy chloks AH breeds*
the farmer doesn't need a new deal house, all modern, kitchen, living room and
at Newcastle Wednesday. Thomas
colors to select from. See them to
W. F. Davis, Inland Fish and Game
and parlor below, flve sleeping rooms day All sizes For Immediate delivery.
as
well
as
a
new
bank,
who
does?
ton 7, Lincoln Academy 9.
above.
Nice
cellar,
new
furnace:
large
warden was ln this vicinity on busi
These chicks are bred from heavy egg
62-lt
garage connected to tbe house Cement layers
The kind that wlll grow and
Thomaston National Bank's latest ness last Friday.
walks, buildings In fine repair A fine produce at a profit Know your chicks.
statement on pledges for reopening
STATE
OF
MAINE
place
and
good
location
on
Main
St,
See
the
yeast fed chicks today. All
On Memorial Day the school chil
Department of Inland Fisheries and
and price reasonable. L. W BENNER. kinds priced from $5 per 100 up. Ac
the bank shows: Common stock dren are to have appropriate exercises
Game
Real Estate. Rockland
60*62 cording to age. White Peking ducks.
In compliance with Chap. 179 of the
$29,250, preferred stock $73,880, in Pine Grove cemetery at 1.30. At
SIX ROOM house for sale, ell modern 20 cents each. Bronz Turkey Poults 35
Public Laws of 1933. the Commissioner conveniences,
No business has with
new garage, good loca cents each.
total $103,130.
2 30 a regular service will be held at of Inland Fisheries and Game hereby tion. very low price. Must be sold at stood the depression like the poultry
promulgate, and continues ln effect for once
business
Start now. The season is
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
283
Main
8t
The condition of Kenneth Roes, the Union Church with music by a the
term of four years Irom the 7th day Tel. 1080
Wholesale and Retail
56-tf Just beginning
who is at the Trull Hospital. Bidde choir, and an address by Rev. Mr. ol July. A. D, 1933, the following rules
Distributors ln Southern Maine for the
and regulations on the publlc waters
TWO
new
much
Holstein
cow,
for
famous
Elmore
Feeds.
Lehigh Portland
1
XT
(VO U /lXTC* XT
U7
a<. ♦ Meadow
._
— . ...
ford. recovering from the effects of Emerson, a former pastor, will read. wholly, or In part, ln the County ot sale
NICK IFKORHONEN.
West
Cement. fertilizers and land Hme.
road.
City.
B.
F.
D,
Box
43A
60*62
KNOX.
In
sdld
State,
the
same
being
STOVER'S
CASH GRAIN
STORES.
an automobile accident, has im
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Carter of Ash tn addition to Legislative Acts now In
BRADLEY'S A-A Quality and Agrlco DISTRIBUTORS for 8TOVER FEED
proved sufficiently to permit Mrs. Point were visitors Sunday at Mr. and force on any of said waters:
Fertilizer,, bone meal, sheep manure, MFG. CO. on track. 86 Park St, RockIce Fishing
nitrate of soda, and reliable garden land. Just below Armour's. Tel 1200
Roes' return home Tuesday.
Mrs. Blanchards.
It Is lawful to Ash during the months seeds ui all kinds.
61-63
Deliver service.
of
February
and
of each year Tel 446
"Of Thee I Sing," the notable
PACKARDS STORE, HlghSurely there is no one who will not ln accordance withMarch
the general law of lands, formerly G. H. Hart,_______ 55-tt
musical comedy hit, will be present heed the polite invitation expressed the State, ln all the lakes aud ponds
DRY hard wood for sale, fitted. $8 2$;
wholly or partly ln Knox
ed Friday evening at 8.15 at thc by the neat, attractive sign recently situated
FRANK
County. EXCEPT LILY POND. In Rock mixed wood fitted. $5.75
ERICKSON,
R. F D, Box 70, Thomasport;
In
which
last
named
pond
It
shall
T.H.S. assembly haU by Mrs. Lilian placed in the Pine Grove cemetery
*•* ■*- *
*■ • «>■*•• *«a*«s*9
be unlawful to flsh for. take, catch or torn_______________________________ 60*62
Copping and' chorus, for the bene The gravel pit. easy of access, has been kill any kind ol fish at any time on or j FITTED WOOD, dried under cover. $10
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
Prompt
service.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
through
thc
Ice.
cord. Junks. $8 Do not confuse wood
fit of the Town Nurse Association.
provided as a dumping place for rub-1
Waters Closed To All Fishing
under cover with wood dried under ______________ ____________________ 52-tf
• • • •
Brooks
and
Streams
blsh and the willing co-operation of'
cover. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel
NOTICE-This Is to notify all thst
TO ALFORD'S LAKE 122-2.
56-tf after this date I will pay only those bills
The annual preliminary tests were all concerned will mae and keep the InTRIBUTARIES
Hope; TRIBUTARIES TO CANAAN
that
I contract mvself. ROGER MO
THREE small places lor sale, suitable
LAKE (or Lake Megunticook); TRIBU
taken recently by the students of grounds tidy and in good condition.
RANG Appleton. Me. May 22. 1933.
TARIES TO CRYSTAL LAKE. In Wash for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
________________________ 61*63
Thomaston High School in the state
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robbins of ington: TRIBUTARIES TO LERMOND'S $850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Mala flt
45-M
NOTICE—To whom lt may concern: I
POND, in Hope and ffnlon; TRIBU- Tel. 1080 .
scholarship
contest
for
secondary
South nupc
Hope were
visitors ounuay
Sunday “
atv ! tariES TO NORTON POND. In LlnI--------------- | ouuul
wcic visivuia
8MALL farm for sale at small btsm, s. will not pay any bills other than those
schools, prepared at the University : the hOme of Mr Robbins' sister, Mrs.1 coinviiie
West Washington, on Rt. 101. House contracted by myself HAROLD F.
62*lt
newly papered and painted. ERNEST JOYCE Rockland. May 24. 1933.
of Maine. In English mechanics thc cassle Paul.
Wat"iaCkl“'And0"'.ndskhln’
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-tf
LAWN MOWERS sharpened, satlsfaction guaranteed Called for and del, $1.
school stood third for Juniors among
Not a very large gathering at the [tR^11pgJ*IJ;n£,(£1 ’oJ^a'n? person
Sickle or grass shears sharpened free
other Class C schools in the state, Farm Brueau meeting held with to have in possession .at .any time any
Tel. 180-R O. T. WADE. Camden St.
and fifth in all the schools of the | orace Brown. May 20. as just now Is |
VindU?e i';itlon». °' the 1
___ . _ _______ a __ _
’ I
60*62

YOUR WHOLE

housework most women enjoy.

In Everybody’s Column

Five Cups of Fine Tea
for One Cent

10c

WANTED

Spruce Pulpwood

I

Augusta, Maine. May ’ 1133.
♦
REAL ESTATE
‘
Commlss; ..er of Inland
Fisheries and Game.
62-lt j SEVERAL HOTELS that are fully
! equipped and now doing business, for
sale; send lor list. BANGOR REAL ESTATE EXCHANOE. 114 Exchange St .
Bangor.
62-73
IF YOU ARE ln the market for a
farm or have one for sale, you should
get our list before you do business
Specializing In farm property six years.
Tulips for Memorial Day, Beauti BANOORi REAL HBTATE EXCHANOE
114 Exchange 8t„ Bangor. Branch office.
ful Colors Mixed
Dexter. Me.
62-67

TULIPS

35c and 50c doz.
F. L. BROWN
3 ELM ST.,

THOMASTON
61-G3..

C What You Want
Lin the WANTAPSJ

PAPER-HANOINO. for cash or what
have you
Work guaranteed. Estimates
free. V. RAMEY. 236 Camden St. 62*64
|,_______ _____________ • good,
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
52-tf
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
HARDWARE CO , 408 Main St.. City.
52-tf
NOTICE—If you are paying 40 or 50
cents per hour for lawn mowing and
other work. Call me. I'll do It for 30
cents Guarantee to please. ANTONIO
BONINI. Phone 640-M.
61-63
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
I order. Key, made to flt locks when
! original key, are lost. House. Office or
1 Car. Code books provide key, for all
locks without bother. Sclssora and
i Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO,

408 Main St., Rockland. Tai, 79L

52-tf

Every-Othir-Day
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The Ladyfair

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departuren and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will bt
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................... 770 or 7M

at 393 Main Street, Rockland

Mrs. Joseph Brown of Sanford b
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Elmer
S. Bird.

Miss Velma Mellin of Warren was .
the weekend guest of Ellen Ander- ■
Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle is expected son, West Meadow road.
from New York Sunday to spend ..
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Swastika Club met Monday eve- (
Oeorge McLaughlin, Walker plaee. ning witli Mrs. Vesta Kalloch.
Mrs. Wahle visits Miss Louise Fiske Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Lettie
Cross and Mrs. Viva Kalloch, with I
in Boston on her way.
consolation going to Miss Marion ,
Mrs. Helen Howard of Winslow Upham.
was in the city last week, guest of
Miriam Sewing Circle will meet
her sisters, the Misses Young. She at
with
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, 25 Me
tended the State Conference of the
Congregational Churches in Cam chanic street Friday afternoon.
den.
Miss Agnes Armstrong of South
Portland
is the guest of Mr. and
Miss Ada B. Young spent Tuesday
Mrs. Oeorge Gilchrist in Thomas
in Winslow.
ton.
Miss Josephine Lougee of Salem,
Mass., who spent the weekend witli
Mr. and Mrs Ensign Otis was honor
guest at a dinner party Saturday
night, given by Nathan F. FarWell
at his Orff Corner home. Miss
Lougee during her visit experienced
her first plane ride, flying to Vinal
haven Saturday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Otis.

Mrs. Pearl Look was hostess to the
Chummy Club Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. Arthur
Marsh won honors in bridge.

The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
Peter's Church meets this afternoon
at the Undercroft.

Mrs. Addie Fields of Boston has;
opened her cottage at Crescent
Beach for the season, and will havc j
with her for a time her niece, Miss
Jennie Guptill.
Mrs. Carl Williamson who re
cently moved to Tlie Highlands from
Lancaster, N. H , was happily sur
prised Monday evening by a call
from a group of friends from the
First Baptist Church.

“BARGAIN DAYS!”
You will pardon us, if we have to copy a slogan being used In
another city in Maine, for
•

Friday and Saturday of this week, May 26th and 27th
We simply cannot resist the opportunity of extending to the peo
ple of Rockland and vicinity the same values which we will be of
fering in this other community. If you want to make bargain purchai i j ju; t visit our store at 393 Main street, Rockland, during these
two "BARGAIN DAYS.”
Our regular prices represent the greatest values in thc Stale of
Maine—but look at these. (While they bud).

Our Reg. Value “Bargain Days”

Housedresses,
Housedresses,
Silk Dresses,
Silk Dresses,
Silk Dancettes,
Silk Chemises,
Silk Panties,
Rayon Gowns,
Rayon Pajamas,
Rayon Pajamas,
Beach Pajamas,
Fabric Gloves,
Doeskin Gloves,
All 45c Cosmetics,
All Costume Jewelry,

>1.00
.47
2.05
5.05
.05
.05
.60
1.00
1.00
1.10
.50
.50
1.10

$ .80
.30
1.05
3.75
.70
.70
.40
.80
.80
.98
.39
.49
.98
.29
.15

Page Seven

Fuller - Cobb- Davis

SUMMER VISITORS
Occasionally one hears the re
mark: "I did not see anything in
The Courier-Gazette about my
guests.” A little reflection will
show the impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
in July and August. The paper
desires to note such arrivals (the
guests themselves look for it),
and to this end asks Its readers
to send in such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to thc
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Morgan, whose telephone num
ber is 794. Social events as well
as arrivals and departures arc
desired.

Special Sale of An Odd Lot of

SUITS and COATS
ALL

56-63

Fpr

One Rack of Silk and Knit Dresses

OUIV

a

PRINTING

fPRIC
PRICE fare LOWEST

MIRIAM HOPKINS
%
in
“STORY OF TEMPLE DRAKE"

STTKAND)
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till 19.3#

Formerly $3.95 to $10.50

Reduced to $1.00
364 Main Street,

ALL GOOD STYLES

AND COLORS

High School Notes
“The Blue Bag." a farce comedy
in three acts, will be presented by
the Athletic Association of the high
school, at 8 o'clock standard, in tho
Town hall Friday, May 26. The
scene of the play is laid in the
Macklyn Hotel, in a small town in
Connecticut. The cast of charac
ter? is well taken and the many
amusing complications which arise
hold close attention throughout the
play. It is being coached by Miss
Merrifield. Admission 25 cents for
adults and 15 cents lor children.
The proceeds will be used to help
pay for chairs ln the gymnasium.
| The ranks for the first six weeks
of the spring term have been given
| out, and in spite of the many dis
tractions of this season, the honor
roll is longer than usual.
Pupils receiving a grade ot 90 or 1
above in all Subjects are: Kanko
Aho. Philip Creighton. Arlene Cum
mings, Annie Rhodes, Dorothy
Barker. Eleanor Burns. Esther Rob
bins, Charlotte Robbins. Edmund
Harding, Phyllis Hannan, David
Carroll, Edith Cameron, Isabel
Abbott.
Those who received a grade of 80
or above in all subjects: Ernest
Cunningham,
Edward
Doughty,
Laura Wallace, Senja Wallenius,
Frances MacDonald, Curtis Payson,'
Dorothy Morton, James McEdward,
Geraldine Gould. Wometa Cum
mings, Kenneth Crabtree, Chester .
Butler, Beverly Simmons. Monda!
Rolfe, Pearl Morine, Mary Blake

The Bon Ton
Dress Shop

STOCKINGS
For Women
Fine Texture Lisle
FULL FASHIONED
tj
DISTRIBUTED BY RETAILERS
Made by Belmont Hosiery Company’
Belmont, N. H.

FIRST PRICE

UNION

THIRD BIRTHDAY SALE '

BELLE KNIT

REGARDLESS OF Tl IE

REPRICED
TO

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike,
Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Sum
The Hatctoquitit Club was enter
ner A. Oould of Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ tained Monday evening by Mrs.
motored to Pemaquid Sunday.
Millie Thomas. Mrs. Hattie Davies
was a special guest and won honors
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall have in bridge.
AND MANY, MANY OTHERS
gone to Newport where Mr. Sewall
has employment for the summer.
E. E. Gillette, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
1 Wheaton and Miss Mildred Gillette I
Mrs. Sumner A. Gould of Mt. , are at their Crescent Beach cottage.
WALKER-MOON
Vernon. N. Y., who has been the
Turn That Vacant Room
gue6t of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorn
Thc Scribblers Club will meet at
Into Cash With a
In
a
recent
issue
of
the
Portland
dike, has opened her cottage at the home of Mrs. Mai guerite MacAlSunday
Telegram
appeared
this
j
“
To
Rent” Advertisement
Pleasant Beach for the season.
rnan at 2 30 Monday.
social Item of interest to friends ln
in The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. F. F. Brown gave a benefit 1 this city as concerning a former
Mrs. Dorothy Leon who was guert
Telephone 770
of Dr. and Mrs. E .W. Peaslee for bridge for the Speech Readers' Club
Rcckland girl;
the weekend has returned to Salem. ycrtrrday afternoon, with honors |
“Wearing a gown of blue crepe
Mass. She was accompanied by tailing to Mrs. Marguerite MacAl- '
with trimmirgs of the pastel shades
man.
Miss
Clive
Gilchrist,
and
Miss
Miss Josephine Lougee. returning
and hat of darker blue with a shou!- |
Smart Intimates For Summer
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. En Helen Fuller. In anagrams Mrs.
aer
bouquet
of
gardenias
to
complete
Frank Hewett had highest score.
sign Otis.
her costume Miss Louise Nathalie
Mrs. Herbert Hall goes to Pittstor. Mcon, daughter of Mi. and Mrs
Earl Marshall has returned to
Rangeley after spending a few days today to visit her mother, Mrs. C. A Franklin E. Moon became the
bride of Paul Andrew Walker, son of
with his mother, Mrs. Mary Marshall. Marson.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Walker of
Bebncnt. Mass., at high noon today
The Past Presidents Association
I F"
ln the First Church at Plymouth,
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps gave a
card party Tuesday evening at thc (As Kipling Might Have Written It Mass. Her attendant, her sister, Miss
Today)
Beatrice K. Moon, as maid of honor,
home of Mrs. E. E. Knight, who!
served a tempting lunch after play. If you can see what some folks call was gowned in deep blue tones,
her bouquet of roses. Kenneth Naye
“depression”
There were six tables and honors
of Belmont. Maas., was best man.
As
nothing
but
a
spin
of
Fortune
s
were won by Miss Pearl Borgerson,
Mr. Walker and hls bride left on
wheel;
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Hattie
a
wedding trip up the Bt. Lawrence
If
you
can
keep
your
poise
and
selfDavies, Mrs. Lillian McKac. MR
and to Canada, and on their return
possession
Henry Jordan and Mrs. Clara Cifrwill jpend the summer at Wood s
tis. The Anal party of the scrip No matter what you think or how
Hole, Mass being at home in Bel
you feel;
will take place at Mrs. Thomas'
mont.
Mass., the latter part of Sep
If you can view a stupid situation
home in the near future.
All cluttered up with "ifs" and "aws' tember.
The bride was graduated from
Dr. Blake Annis entertained
and "buts"
Portland
High School in the class of
"stag" at cards Tuesday evening.
And take it at its proper valuation—
1930 ,and Gorham Normal Sohool,
A challenge to your common sense
class of 1932. specializing in kinder
Mrs. Hattie A. Higgins has bcen
and “guts;”
spending a few days in South If you can rise above the mess and garten training. <
Mr. Walker was graduated from
Thomaston, the guest of Mrs.
muddle.
COPT clinging textures In lbe
Bowdoin College in tlie Class of 1931
Eugene Harrington.
If you can glimpse a rainbow
uewest models are the features
and is a graduate student at Harvard
ot this group of Intimate apparel
through the cloud
The E.F.A. Club met yesterday at
University where he is an instructor
»’ih thelr readily washable laces
When Doubt and Dread and Fear
the home of Mrs. Fred Collamore,
in zoology. He is a member ot the
ai d their appeal to feminine wear
are in the huddle
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity and of
r.i who must keep pace with
Mr. and Mrs. K B. Crie motored And Hope Is being measured for a Phi Btta Kappa, national honorury
D me Faahlou's varying allbou
shroud;
to Lubec Sunday and were guests of
area. Rajon underthlnga tor bed
scholastic society."
If you can keep a saving sense of
rc»m wear er beneath the new
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moore.
al 4> skirted gown model* have an
humor
a peal to both beauty and comlort
Tillie Etta Haskell celebrated her For stories that are slightly inexact;
Xrur Yuri-Parit t'athion*
At the left la ahown a bedroom
FRI-SAT.
twelfth birthday Monday at 40 Jf you can dis:ega;‘d> Report ana
pajama
robe
with
very
loose
and
North Main street. Games took
Rumor
flowing trouaers hut with a delight, ing lace inserts at tbe beck aud at
place in the garage, made gay with And not accept a statement as a
fully feminine design, the lace col ihe slightly daring bottom.
Japanese parasols, etc. Croquet fol
\n example of tbe modern rayon
fact;
lar forming a graceful sleeve tup
lowed, and the event of the after If you can spread the gospel of suc
and the waist being held In snugly Coolies" la shown at tbe right,
to give a 'form Ottlng effect Next Ihe new set featuring panties with
noon took place when the entire
cesses.
to it 3 » snug fitting rayon die wide Biting yoke and flared goparty dressed ln costume for a May If you can stir the spirit that instills
OUv with lever a wrinkle to mar dets. the cup brassiere being.of
pageant on the lawn.
Freda The latent life in lathes and looms
the lines of the garment and nav tine net in matching material.
Searles, becomingly gowned, ant!
and presses
♦♦♦♦■♦♦♦♦♦++4,+++++4++-i. 4-•x-y+.y-yd- •S--9--S--S--S-+-S--I-++
with much dignity, conducted the And lift the steam above a thousand
ceremonies and crowning Tillie
mills;
"Queen of the May," with a slid?! If, briefly, you can spend an extra
crown and flowing veil, and Jimmie
: : at : :
J
dollar,
I
Jameson king with crown and If you can pry the sacred roll apa;t
ermine (?) trimmed mantle. Buster And buy another shirt or shoe or
Burns was the king's Jester, with
collar
cap and bells. Dolly and Earl Hask And act as if it didn't break your
ell were train bearers.
Vivian
heart;
Strout carried the queen's bouquet If you have fr.ith in those with
Take advantage of the Big Mark-Down Sale for your
Virginia Haskell and Thelma Burnwhom you labor.
carried a basket of flowers. The And trust in those with whom you
Spring and Summer Outfit
others of the party were dressed in
make a trade;
striking costumes, and the pageant If you believe in friend and next
Showing a Complete Assortment of Hosiery,
proceeded to Knott street to call on
door neighbor
Millinery, Dresses, Suits and Coats
the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. And heed examples pioneers have
Miles Haskell, attracting much at
made;
STARTING FRIDAY, MAY 26, 1933
tention and making a pretty picture If you expect the sun to rise tomor
as they passed.
row,
We Spec ialize in Graduation Dresses and Evening
If you are sure that somewhere
Oay old chicks while they last,
Gowns
skies are blue—
turday only, 8'i cents each; $1 per
Wake up and pack away the futile
zen at Stover's, Rockland. Comsorrow
: :SPECIAL : :
ite line seeds and fertilizers.—adv.
For better days are largely up to
62-63
YOU!
—Washington Post.
TODAY

.20

Next Door to Newberry’s

Friday and
Saturday
May 26-27

Read over this list and find a coat that will be just what you need—
ALL FULLER-COBB-DAVIS QUALITY

SUITS
Tan Swagger Suit, size 16; priced 16.50 ................................... $5.00
Blue Tweed Suit, size 14; priced 16.50.........................................

5.00

Navy Blue Suit, size 18; priced 16.50............................................

5.00

Blue Silvertone Material Suit, size 16; priced 16.50...............

5.00

Brown Silvertone Material Suit, size 20; priced 25.00 ..........

5.00

Black Silvertone Material Suit, size 40; priced 25.00 ............

5.00

Tan Suit, size 18; priced 25.00 .........................................................

5.00

Blue Suit, size 20; priced 25.00 ......................................................

5.00

COATS
Tan Coat, size 14; priced 12.50......................................................... $
Tan Tweed Coat, size 16; priced 12.50 ......................................
Tan Tweed Coat, misses’ size; priced 16.50 ...........................

Green Tweed Coat, misses’ size; priced I 5.00 .........................
Blue Tweed Coat, misses' size; priced 15.00 ............................
Red Tweed Coats, misses’ sizes; priced 16.50...........................
Green Tweed Coat, misses’ size; priced 16.50...........................

Green Polo Coat; priced I 5.00.........................................................
Green Tweed Coat, misses’size; priced 16.50..,,,..................
Black Coat, size 38; priced 16.50....................................................

Black Coat, size 42; priced 12.50.......................................................
Black Coat, size 44; priced 16.50

.................................................

Black Coat, size 39*/4; priced 10.00

.........................................

White Polo Coat, size 16; priced 10.00.........................................

White Diagonal Material, size 16; priced 10.00......................

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
j

CAMDEN
H. W. Stevens arrives today from
Washington, D. C., where he spent
the winter.
Frederick Gilbert has arrived from
Utica, N. Y„ to open his summer
home.
Charles Bibb has arrived from
New York to spend the season at
his summer home on Chestnut Hill.
Mrs. W. L. Tyler has returned
from Boston where she was the

guest of her sister Dr. Sarah L.
Wetherbee.
Miss Sadie Russ has returned
from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
Mr and Mrs. Keith Brown are
moving from Mechanic street to the
Ingraham rent on Pearl street.
Mrs. Bertha French will entertain
the Contract Club this week at Birch
Villa, Hosmer Pond.
Dean Osborne anu lamily of
Brooklyn, have arrived at their
summer heme on the Belfast road.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis H. Brown

of 73 Audubon road. Boston, are the
proud parents of a baby girl born
May 22 at the Boston Lying-in Hos
pital. Mr. Brown who graduated in
thc class of 1920, Camden High
School is employed at S. S. Pierce's,
Boston.

WARREN
Day old chicks while they last,
Saturday only, 8'i cents each; $1 per
dozen at Stover's, Rockland. Com
plete line seeds and fertilizers.—adv.
62-63

NEW
in everything but the name

CAIN

f

IAYONNAISE

/ brings you now /

FREE-A GIFT

FOR YOU!

• • new smoothness:

• * new mellowness:

Thousands ef____
hove expressed thair dal>9h» tw this saw
Cain's MastarmixiMayonneise. Nov-we weal
your opiaisn. Order a
far from year (racar to
day. TaNuifraaklywhal
you lilw moil <Uul il.
Upon receipt af your
wa will mail posltoJflli*

ious Cale's
French
Dianin*
Sauce ..
Address
Jake E.
Cain, Ity
Vassar St,
Cam bridge

• • new and finer flavor:
Be prepared (or the smoothest, tastiest,
most

delicately-flavored

mayonnaise you

ever tasted! For this new Cain's Mastermixt Mayonnaise is so much smoother, finerflavored that you’ll be tempted to eat it

by the spoonful!

//ii

^AYONNAI#

Try it--see how this new

Mastermixt process brings out the rich,
full flavor of each delectable ingredient

lta the finishing touch to the perfect salad!

JOHN I. CAIN
SOSTOm/MASS.

0J?

Cain’s Mastermixt Mayonnaise is
available in convenient half-pint,
pint and quart jars-at your grocers.
Ask him to include a jar in your
order today.

CAIN’Mwonnaise

Every-Other-Day
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riuht
THE BUKER TWINS

PROHIBITION COSTS

THE ANNUAL AWARDS
Directors at the St. Croix hotel, fol invented machinery, Miss Kneubuhl
lowed by a special meeting of the asserts. Machinery freed woman
from her Immemorial tasks and she New Loral Member* of National
therefrom.’'
The Maine Federation BPW directors.
Honor Society Presented _Wlth
had to find an outlet for her re
Monday
night
will
be
the
annual
In 1925, the then secretary of
Them
Clubs See Nice Time—An Federation dinner with Miss Emi|v leased energies In thc fields of busi
commerce and later President of the
R Kneubuhl as speaker. The new ness and politics. In both, according
International Luncheon
U. S.. Herbert Hoover, is quoted as
An assembly of merit and dignity
Fort Fairfield Club will be intro- to Miss Kneubuhl, she has made
saying:
was
conducted at the high school
The State president, Mrs. Char | duced.
surprising strides. And now that she
“There can be no doubt of the
auditorium
Tuesday, the occasion be
Tuesday noon there will be an In- is adding to her range of Interests
economic benefits of prohibition.. . . lotte A. Mitchell and the State pro
the
study
of
economics
it
ls
difficult
ing
the
presentation
of the annual
ternationail
Luncheon
across
the
line
Ixhaustive study from many angles gram chairman. Dr. Ruth E. Emery
awards to members of the junior and
of production show that, while our have arranged a very Interesting pro ln St. Stephens, New Brunswick. to gauge how far she may travel.
"I do not hesitate to prophesy senior classes for the National Honor
productivity should have increased gram for the annual convention of Miss Kneubuhl will speak again at
that
if the bus ir ess and professional Society. On the stage were Principal
this
time.
Tire
Calais
Club
will
have
about 15% due to increase of populathe Federation of Business and Pro entire charge of the event at Mc women of the country will pledg'
t on, the actual increase has been
Joseph Blaisdell, Bernadette Snow,
fessional Women's Clubs to be held Coll's United Church.
Tuesday themselves through their local clubs Shirley Barbour, Carol Gardner, Rob
28% to 30%, Indicating an Increase of
in Calais next Monday and Tuesday night the customary Birthday-Cake to study the tax system ln the city
efficiency of somewhere from 10% to
ert Allen, Nicholas Pellicane and
ceremony, when candles will be light nnd county and not stop until it is Herbert Spear, of the Senior class,
15%. There is no question, ln my
ed by the Past Presidents of the Fed scientifically understood, we shall who received the award' last year;
opinion, that Prohibit ion is making
eration, and an entertainment in develop so many woman leaders that and Nathalie Jones, Eleanor Tibbetts,
America more productive."
charge of the members of the East- they will be running the government Charles Ellis, and Ruth Dondis
Professor Irvin Ftsl.er of Yale, one
port club, at the Unitarian Church in the next generation," she says.
of the foremost authorities on eco
Juniors, and Mary Oinn, Carolyn Mc
vestry will bring the convention to
nomics. claimed in 1925 that this
Allister. Rose Whitmore. Everett FroSTRAND THEATRE
a close.
country had up to then already
hook, Stanley Gay, Walter Staples,
Jce E. Brown comes Friday and Alice Oay and Mildred Sweeney
Many people may think America Is
benefited some $6j(XX)OOO.fXX1 by Pro
hibition.
on thc brink of one revolution. Emily Saturday in "Elmer the Oreat.' seniors, this year's winners. These
R. Kneubuhl of New York City, Written by Ring Lardner and George awards are made to students of ex
Mr. Editor, lt seems to me tliat ln
executive secretary of the National M. Cohan ,lt was a comedy riot on cellence ln achievement in scholar
the light of the different facts quoted
Federation of Business and Profes- I Uie stage and Is said to be even ship, service, leadership and char
and opinions cited your North Haven
i sior.al Women's Clubs, claims it is ' more hilarious as a screen play, be- acter.
correspondent bit off, as the saying
is. more than he can comfortably
already involved in no less than cause many of the startling se
Miss Snow, presiding, explained the
fight. “Industrial, political, eco- quences which could be only hinted significance of the awards, and each
chew, when he claimed $46,000,000.i rcmic. religious, financial, social at before the footlights are actually of last year's winners gave a short
000 as cost of Prohibition.
’ educational and psychological." she depicted in the picture. Some of talk on the individual points in
John Kellenberger
characterizes them.
May 21.
the funniest as well as most intense volved. These were splendidly given,
"The period of unrest and turn scenes tn the picture occur during and at the close of each flowers symr
over tn which we live comes about the playing of a World Series in a tolic of the particular point were pre
Family Joyful—Dad’s
as a result of the competitive sys downpour of rain. The plot con sented to the winners. Principal
tem." she says. "Wc shall bring cerns a hick town boy who develops Blaisdell was the final speaker, and
erdtr
out of chaos only when we Into the champion batsman of the stressed the fact that the National
Emily R. Kneubuhl, National execu
Have Left Him
tive Mcretary, who says this Coun learn to substitute co-operation for big league. Hls cocksurencss makes Honor Society Is the highest honor a
The era to come, an him the butt of innumerable jokes high school student can hope to
try Is Involved in right revolutions competition.
When a man so crippled with rheuera in which men and women will by other members of hls team. Joe, achieve. He also explained that the
matlam cannot go to hla dally work and
work together for the betterment of as Elmer the Great, becomes in- society which had a humble beginsuddenly finds a awtft. powerful yet, *’Ul UlO Calais Club as hostess,
safe prescription that drives out pain Mirs Emily R. Kneubuhl, executive mankind, will be an era of co-opera volved in a love tangle which j ning ls a national organization, with
and agony tn M hours you can imagine secretary of the National Federation, tion. And lt will be due to femtnln? eventually lands him in Jail, and 1 chapters all over the United States,
the Jubilant happl
happiness of the whole
influence. Women will urge that very nearly loses the World's series j embodying thousands of members
family as Dad brings home hls pay tn. «ill be the National speaker
velope regularly again.
Sunday afternoon. May 28. when problems be solved by the conference championship for his team. How j Miss McAllister and Rose Flanagan
David L McCarty. Druggist and lead
method rather than by the harsh, he extricates himself and finally1 gave an account of the lntersoholastic
lng druggists everywhere call this grand many of the delegates are expected
prescription Allenru and think so much t0 arrive, they will be entertained competitive system of today.”
wins both the game and the girl is play day held at University of Maine.
of Its mighty power to drive excess uric
A gratifying feature was the pres
Unconsciously men brought about one of the most exciting as well as
acid from thc tyxtem that they guaran informally by the hostess club
tee one 85 cent bottle to overcome rheu
the change from a strictly man the most laughable Incidents in a ence of several parents and friends,
matic pain and conquer sciatica, neu Sunday night will be the pre-conven
ritis and lumbago Just as this notice tion dinner far present and past made world to this new world of comedy full of riotous situation* and their attention bespeaking their in
states or money hack-a square deal to
terest and pride.
, State officers and the State Board of equality between the sexes when they fast action.—adv.
all sufferers
cut increasing any " tak burden tn

TO MEET IN CALAIS

\iew of increased benefits accruing

Former Bates Track Stars Who Are
Authorities
Prove
Them
Now Serving As Baptist Mis- '
Much Less Than Some
sionartes
Wet Advocates Claim
Those who had the pleasure and
privilege of meeting Rev. Raymond
Buker at the First Baptist Church Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In your Issue of May 4 appeared,
some months ago will be interested
Doubleday, Doran & Co , Issue this
under
the caption "An Emphatic
to know that he and his brother.
month a neat folder pertaining to
Ves,"
an
article from North Haven,
Dr. Richard Buker, recently ap
the cream of the new books about
criticising a letter from Rev. Mr.
peared in Portland under the
gardening. For good reading and
auspices of the annual convention MacDonald, previously published.
good gardening, "Down the Garden
of the Cumberland County United Its writer claims the cost of prohibi
Path" by Beverley Nichols, is recom
tion up to this year was ln round
Baptist Association, presenting a
mended. It is called a “floral auto
numbers 46 billion dollars. No au
biography." a gay and witty record dramatic missionary service before thorities are cited substantiating his
of Mr Nichols' herculean adventures 1.000 persons.
claim. He is evidently a disciple of
The young men, former Bates
with a seed catalogue in his own cot
the Association against the 18th
track
stars,
now
turned
Baptist
tage-garden a mile from the Great
Amendment and in full sympathy
North Road in Huntingdonshire missionaries and stationed in the w’ith that organization's program
"Down the Oarden Path" is making province of Kengtung. Burma, are
The backbone of the above-men
so many friends in America that al known as "Thc Buker Twins." Dr tioned organization is composed
ready seven large editions ha”e been Buker conducts a leper hospital in chiefly of millionaires, multimil
printed, and many more are expect Burma while his brother. Raymond, lionaires and heads of large corpora
ministers to the Lahu and Mill (rlbes
ed. Other books are:
tions. They make no secret of the
Rainbow Fragments by J. Marion (head hunters) near his brother. fact that their purpose in working
Shull, the standard gardener's book They are in America on a furlough. for repeal of the 18th Amendment is
Traveling with them is a Bur
on iris; illustrated with the author's
their desire to get rid of Income and
mese youth. Chit Maung. who takes
own paintings.
corporation taxes. They want to
The Rose Manual, by J. H Nicho the role of a leper in the semi- shift the burden these taxes lay
las, an encyclopedic volume covering religious drama which is a part of upon them, from thetr shoulders to
the entire rose field; with full-color their vivid missionary presentation. those of somebody else, chiefly to
Raymond has been studying at those of the wage earners. The
charts and a rose dictionary.
The Complete Garden, by Albert the Andover - Newton Theological liquor tax they think would do it.
D Taylor. What, when and where School and at Harvard College the Beer and wine, etc., are offered to
past winter. He has been working them as bait, in the expectation that
to planU-outlined by an authority.
From a Sunset Oarden, by Sydney for his master degree In the de the wage earners would be simple
B. Mitchell. Experiments with a partment of church history at New enough to take upon themselves a
ton, and in that connection has j yearly tax amounting to anywhere
garden in Berkeley Hills.
The Gladiolus Book, by Forman T. taken work ln the department of I from 250 million to a billion dollars.
McLean, William Edwin Clark and anthropology at Harvard. His par- {^deration of the fact that thli
ticular field at the latter place has wouId kcep thf
earners from
Eugene H. Fischer.
thelr
The American Flower Oarden. by been the study of head hunting, his ownin(f thdr homM
Ncltje Blanchan; Colour in My Gar interest being allied with his close wiv„ and chudren ln decent cotnfort
ten, by Louise Beebe Wilder; The proximity to the head hunting tribe and enabltag lhejn to see t0 u that
Garden Blue Book, by Leicester B of Burma.
, thclr children received such an eduDr. Buker has been taking a
„ would brtng
to an
Holland, a reference book for 200
hardy perennials; a Oat den Book of course in public health at Harvard equality in the battle of Ufe witn
Annuals and Perennials, by Henry Medical School, hls special interest those of the wealthier ones, ha* ho
Ort'off; Oarden Flowers, by Robr t centering in the study of leprosy, a pi^p
Q^ir calculations,
M McCurdy; Garden Making and disease prevalent ln Kengtung. One
• • • •
Keeping by Hugh Findlay; Plan in every 100 inhabitants there is *
Insofar as the wage earners are
The'
ning your Garden by W S. Rog afflicted with the disease.
concerned, repeal of the 18th Amend
ers; Trees by Julia Ellen Rogers; brothers are under the auspices of
ment is a gold brick. The contents of
and The Vegetable Garden, by the American Baptist Foreign Mis tftelr pay envelopes will never be
Adolph Kruhm.
sionary Society, and will return to Suffid-rt to pay for both, booze on
• • • •
Burma this fall. Raymond Buker one ha. 1 «- -1 self-owr.ed homes and
Dr. Edward Henry Perkins Profes while at Bates College earned a na
comfits f<.» themselves and thetr
sor of geology at Colby Is the author tional reputation tor his speed on
families on he other hand. These
of a number of scientific monographs, the track. He was a member of the two never travel ln company
and is considered one of the foremost 1924 Olympic team from the United
My article deals, as far as it goes,
geologists of the State. His work States and the holder of the na
with the financial section of your
is yearly earning for him wider re tional championship in the mile.
North Haven correspondent's article
cognition and growuig in scope. Un
The figures you will flnd here quoted
til recently he was assistant State ing from the firnt of the war and up
can be verified by consulting the fol
geologist of the State Geological to forthcoming dates. Ann Vickers
lowing books found in the Rockland
Survey. The State ceased appropria by Sinclair Lewis, the first book that
Public Library. In some respects
tions for this work this spring, but Mr. Lewis has written since he re
they do not cover the whole field ln
Dr. Perkins Ls to continue on at his ceived the Nobel Prize, appeared
dispute, because they were published
own expense the preparation ot a simultaneously in Canada. Australia
before the expiration of the time
glacial geology report of Maine, to the United States. England. France
specified by your correspondent.
be published not before 1931. He has Germany. Holland. Norway. Sweden, i
The figures are taken in part from
headed the department of geology at Italy Hungary. Denmark. Poland.
the World Almanac and Book ot
Coibv since 1920.
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
Facts for 1932. the Encyclopedia Brit
• • • •
Helene by Vicki Baum, called one o'
annica, the International Encyclo
The effeot of tlie movies on sleep the most dramatic books this author
pedia and the International Year
has now for the first time been es has yet done. Dangerous Corner by
Book Those taken from the Alma
timated, and the figures, given in a Ruth Holland and J. B. Priestley
nac are enflrely official.
new book called "Our Movie Mahf which has "Truth is a sleeping dog'
• • • •
as
Its
theme.
Belinda
Grove
by
|
Children", by Henry James Formuii.
To ascertain the actual oost of pro
are startling. Mr Forman presen’s Helen Ashton, the author of tha'
in popular form the results of a na moving and widely popular history hibition in dollars and cents Is tmtionwide study, by a group of scien of a village doctor's day. Dr. Sero- posslble. We have a fair guide in the
tists, of the effects of the movies eold. Walls of Gold by Kathleen amounts Congress appropriated for
upon the health .and minds of Noms, one of her usual tender ro the conduct of the Government dur
children. This book will be a publi mances. They Brought Their Women, ing the 13 years of Prohibition's
existence To quote them separately
cation of The MacMillan Company by Edna Ferber. a book of stories
• • • •
ycar by year would take up too much
late May or early June.
Appearu<g June 7 will be “A.'l space; their total however Is here
• • • •
The MacMillan Company will als’’ Soul's Night" by Hugh Walpole, tales given. It covers every activity of
publish this month a new bool; by rainy of which are set ln Walpole s every branch of the Government, lnA. E. Housman. whose Shropshire beloved North Country, several in i eluding of course cost of Prohibition.
Lad and Last Poems have won him Cornwall and two or three in Spain This tolai amounts to 60.600907.060
a permanent place ln the small cir Also "Travail of Gold" by E F Bea- i do'lars Your North Haven corre
cle of enduring English poets. Mr son, author of "Secret Lives."
spondent claim* prohibition cost in
Housman has for many years de
round numbers up to the present
clined to publish any ot his writings
year, 46 billion dollars This sub
excepting scholarly editions of clas
tracted from the above total leaves
sical works, just as he has usually re
14.600907.080 dollars to cover the out
fused to permit extracts from hls
lay for all branches of the Govern
two volumes of poetry to be included
ment for 13 full years I humbly
ln anthologies. Mr. Housman breaks
submit that any person accepting this
hls long silence at last, anti his “The
as thc truth in the matter ls fully
Name and Nature of Poetry" will
qualified to accept as truth also the
probably be published about May 31.
legend that thc moon consists of
green cheese.
The Globe Room of thc new
In making appropriations Congress
Christian Science Publishing House
specifies the allotment each year for
is an unusual feature unique, since
each branch of the Government
ew
nowhere is there anything quite
separately. For example, ln 1920 the
similar.
Its diameter is approxi
oleman antles share for Prohibition wa* 2.059.774
mately 31 feet in the interior, and
dollars, and the total for the 13 years
the surface of the world will be de
footed $146,500,000
This Includes
The new and improved Coleman Mantles
picted on the Interior. One enter
$15,000,000 to cover expenses by the
produce better light and a third more of it
ing it can cross it midway by a bridge
Coast Guard in breaking up Rum
They are made of special treated rayon
of structural glass, located a little fiber and saturated with the purest of light Row.
below the level of the equator. Thus giving chemicals.
a a a a
They are tougher, more flexible, with
one can walk directly through the
There is however a credit side. It
world! The inside of the globe will stand shocks and jars . . . made stronger to
last longer Scientifically correct in design,
fs not possible at this time to give
be fabricated of thin bronze ribs size and mesh. No side seams. Reinforced
figures for the whole 13 years, but
taking the place of longitude and across bottoms where pressure is strongest
fines, etc., imposed by Federal Court*
Always
uniform
quality
.
.
the
best.
latitude and, fitted within tire bronze,
ard
paid into the U. S. Treasury
Made especially for use on Coleman
sections of Iridescent glass depicting
Lamps and Lanterns.
amount to $47,579,533. These cover
the various portions of the wo rids
Buy them by the package.
nine years only and do not include
surface. Painted on the glass will
values realized through seizures of
THC
COLEMAN
LAMP
&
STOVE
CO.
be the map of the wor’d, showing
every description. New York papers
Wichita, Kant.
PMIsdalphia, Pa.
oceans and continents, countries
Chicago, III.
Lot Angelas, Calif.
claimed in 1927 that custom* patrol,
cities, and towns. Tlie globe will bc
marine police and the coast guard
ligh’ea from the exterior tlie light,
MX-I1) operating out of New York, had
of course, shining through the glass;
seized $10,000,000 worth of liquor and
md provision has been made for the
alcohol. Anyone desiring to verify
49-tf
expansion and contraction of the
these figures will find them on page
glass sections, which are grooved In
i 570, voi. 18 of the Encyclopedia
such a way as to be held firmly In
Britannica under the section “Cost of
place by the bronze ribs.
Prohibition," accessible to anyone at
The Globe Room is looked upon as
! the library. On the same page we
an educational feature which will
' find the summing up by the author
bc interesting narticularlv to pupils Specialize on Chimes and French
i of the article, it reads:
Clocks
in school as well as to adults visiting
"As a matter of dollars and cents
All
Work
Guaranteed
Boston.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse j il is probable that the Federal tax• • • •
Jeweler
11layer could well afford to greaUy in
From thc spring catalogue of
Now Located at
crease. if necessary, the expenditure
Doubleday, Doran A: Co are noted
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland ' for enforcement of prohibition withmany interesting publications dat-

RHEUMATIC PAINS
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OUTSTMHNNG CENEML MOTORS VALUES
Eiiht-Cyhndor Sport Coupo

M

ENOINE

hiip Ikltir Light

ASK YOUR DEALER

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

FISHER BODY

Increased interior length and width
Steel construction—hardwood reinforced
No Draft Ventilation. Individually Controlled
Rust-proofed fenders and sheet metal
Safety glass windshield and ventilators
Package compartment ln instrument panel
Radio aerial in top

N

C
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...GET THE STYLE LEADER!
By all means, get a new car—for nothing else will pep

happier because of its brilliant new performance and

you up more surely, or put you more in spirit with the

fine comfort. And you’ll bc happier because of its de

forward-looting times. But get more than just a new

pendability and freedom from upkeep costs.... Come

car. Get aq Oldsmobile—for there’s a big extra thrill

in todky. While you go for a drive in a new Oldsmobile,

that goes with owning the Style Leader....

RS BUILDING

we’ll appraise your old car. If it’s of av

Everywhere you drive, you’ll be happier

erage value, it will more than make thc

with an Oldsmobile. You’ll be happier be

down payment—and you can drive away

cause everyone will admire it. You’ll bc

at once at thc wheel of thc Style Leader.

OLDSMOBILE

80-Horsepower Six . • . 90-Horsepower Eight
The Six. 75 to 80 m. p. h.-The Eight. 80 to 85
Flexible three-point rubber engine-mountings
Down-draft carburetion . • . Automatic choke
Engine decarbonizer
Cast-iron pistons, electroplated
Full pressure oiling system . . . Rifle-drilled
connecting rods
Thermostatically controlled cooling system
Syncro-Mesh transmission . .. Silent Second
CHASSIS
Rigid X-type double-drop frame
Curb weight, 4-door Sedan—
The Six, 3325 lbs; The Eight. 3482 lbs.
Overall length—
The 8ix. 190% inches; The Eight. 194% Incfiea
Duo-Servo enclosed brakes . . • Straight line
control
Double-action hydraulic shock absorbers
Steering shock-eliminator

THE SIX
THE EIGHT ^45^^
Pricou ire f. o. b, LonainJ, aporo tiro and
bumpara titrt . . . G. M. A. C. forma era
ooailabla

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
21 Limerock Street

Rockland, Maine

